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ABSTRACT

Overhauser Dynamic Nuclear Polarization to Study Hydration Dynamics

By

Brandon Dean Armstrong

Hydrophobic and hydrophilic interactions of water with biomolecules are known to mediate important processes such as protein folding, protein aggregation, and the formation of lipid bilayers and vesicles. Yet the exact role water plays in many biological processes is complex, spanning a large range of length and timescales, and is not well understood in quantitative detail despite extensive interest and decades of study. Experimentally, water – surface interactions are difficult to study as water lubricating a protein surface or moving across a membrane does not have a unique spectroscopic signature. While nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) is an ideal technique for studying biological systems since it is non-invasive and uses low energy radio frequencies to irradiate the sample, it cannot differentiate between bulk and surface water. To overcome this obstacle, I advanced dynamic nuclear polarization (DNP) as a technique to study water interactions with biomolecules. I present here my work to develop a new theoretical model to quantify DNP experiments, apply DNP to experimentally measure the timescale of water interactions in an intermediate state of a protein, and in designing and building hardware to improve DNP performance and extend these techniques to large magnetic fields.
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I. Overhauser Dynamic Nuclear Polarization

A. Motivation

Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) is a powerful spectroscopic technique with applications ranging from reaction monitoring [1, 2], protein structure determination [3], medical imaging [4], and even quantum computing applications [5]. As the NMR experiment is both non-invasive and uses low energy radio frequency (RF) irradiation to excite the nuclear spins, it is an ideal tool for the study of biological samples and processes at ambient temperatures. However, NMR suffers from an inherent lack of sensitivity due to the small thermal polarization of nuclear spins which follow Boltzmann statistics. For example, the world’s largest NMR spectrometer currently operates at 23.5 T. At room temperature the $^1$H nuclear spin polarization at this field is still only 0.008%. Sensitivity becomes even more problematic with other nuclei which are less abundant and have smaller gyromagnetic ratios. Additionally, spectral overlap of the signal from like nuclei can complicate the spectra requiring two and three dimensional techniques to separate the peaks. The result is that some experiments can be prohibitively time consuming requiring days or weeks of signal averaging, and in some cases cannot be performed at all due to lack of sensitivity. It is a testament to the wealth of information available from an NMR experiment that it is one of the most widely used spectroscopic techniques despite these shortcomings.

Of all the efforts put into improving the sensitivity of an NMR experiment, Dynamic Nuclear Polarization (DNP) offers the largest potential gain. DNP is the process by which an unpaired electron transfers its larger spin polarization to dipolar
or scalar (Fermi-contact) coupled nuclei, thereby enhancing the NMR signal by 2-3 orders of magnitude. The process was originally predicted in 1953 by Albert Overhauser for conduction electrons and nuclei in metals [6] and quickly verified experimentally by Carver and Slichter [7]. It was soon found that the effect was not confined just to metals but also to diamagnetic crystals and paramagnetic molecules in solution [8]. The $e^-$ spin polarization can be transferred to a coupled nuclear spin through several DNP mechanisms: the Overhauser Effect (OE) [6], the solid effect [9, 10], thermal mixing [10, 11], and the cross effect [12]. The OE is effective when the strength of the dipolar or scalar coupling is modulated by relative motion of the $e^-$ and nuclear spin. If the timescale of this motion is $\lesssim 1/\omega_e$, where $\omega_e$ is the $e^-$ Larmor frequency, then transitions involving mutual $e^-$ - nuclear spin flips will occur with a high probability, and the $e^-$ spin polarization can be transferred to the nuclei by irradiation of the $e^-$ resonance transition.

The other three DNP mechanisms occur in insulating solids where the dipolar or scalar coupling is essentially static or modulated very slowly. In this case, transitions involving mutual $e^-$ - nuclear spin flips are forbidden. In the solid effect, the width of the $e^-$ spin resonance is narrow compared to the nuclear Larmor frequency, $\omega_n$. Perturbation theory gives a small mixing of the energy levels such that high power irradiation at $\omega = \omega_e \pm \omega_n$ can drive these ‘forbidden’ transitions, thereby enhancing the NMR signal. Both thermal mixing and the cross effect can occur in systems where the width of the $e^-$ resonance is on the order of, or broader than $\omega_n$. In each case, the application of off-resonant irradiation of the electron resonance line induces mutual
spin flips of two $e^-$ spins separated in frequency by $\omega_n$, resulting in enhanced (positive or negative) NMR signal. In the case of thermal mixing the $e^-$ spin resonance is homogenously broadened, while the cross effect describes the situation where the $e^-$ spin resonance is inhomogenously broadened due to $g$ or $A$ anisotropy.

The overall focus of this dissertation is on using DNP to study the dynamics between an $e^-$ spin and nuclear spin, with a particular emphasis on hydration water surrounding biological molecules. As the OE is the only DNP mechanism that is effective in liquids, it forms the basis for most of the experiments presented in this work. Therefore, a detailed description will be given in the next two sections. We define hydration water as water molecules that have their translational, rotational, and hydrogen bonding dynamics perturbed by the presence of a surface. The interaction of water with hydrophobic and hydrophilic regions of biomolecules is known to play an important role to mediate processes such as protein folding, protein aggregation, and the formation and stabilization of lipid bilayers. However, as hydration water does not have a unique spectroscopic signature, there is a lack of experimental techniques capable of measuring the dynamics of water on the heterogeneous surface of a protein or macromolecular assembly with site-specificity. For example, both electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) and femto-second fluorescence spectroscopy have been applied to study local water dynamics on the surface of proteins [13-16]. Both methods, however, indirectly measure local water dynamics and are sensitive not only to the local motion of water, but also to the local structure of the protein (e.g. alpha-helix or beta-sheet), complicating the interpretation of results.
In the Han group, we propose attaching a free radical (molecule with an unpaired $e^-$) with site specificity to biomolecules, and then use DNP to directly measure the $^1\text{H}$ NMR signal enhancement of water. The dipolar interaction that causes the DNP effect is short range, with 80% of the relaxation occurring within 5 Å [17], so the $^1\text{H}$ signal enhancement is heavily weighted to water close to the surface. As will be shown, the NMR signal enhancement from DNP is strongly dependent on the distance of closest approach between the two spin bearing molecules, $d$, and the local diffusion of water. Thus, DNP can provide a measure of local water dynamics.

Several necessary steps were needed to achieve the goal of using DNP to study local water dynamics. First, the existing theory of the DNP parameter known as the saturation factor (to be defined shortly) for experiments using nitroxide free radicals (which have a nitrogen covalently bonded to an oxygen with an unpaired $e^-$; see Fig. 1.2) as the source of unpaired electrons was inadequate to explain our experimental results. Nitroxide radicals will be discussed in more detail later, but they are a very important class of free radicals because they are stable, soluble in water, and are easy to covalently bind to biomolecules with site specificity. In chapter two, I show the shortcoming of the existing DNP theory. I then detail a modified description of the saturation factor and show experimental evidence to support the new model [18, 19].

In chapter three I detail our work on developing hardware for maximizing DNP signal enhancements. The original motivation for this work was to produce larger DNP enhancements for magnetic resonance imaging experiments. Our work in improving hardware resulted in nearly a factor of three improvement in our DNP
signal enhancements compared to a commercially available X-band (8 - 12 GHz) EPR bridge. Additionally, the setup was made portable by means of a tunable 9.5 – 10 GHz microwave cavity and a variable field Halbach magnet [20] allowing the necessary equipment to easily be taken to an imaging facility rather than having a dedicated instrument. However, for theoretical and practical reasons to be discussed, 0.35 T is a good choice of magnetic field to study local water dynamics with the OE, and our custom X-band amplifier has become a piece of standard equipment in our group’s studies on hydration dynamics.

Armed with new theory and improved hardware, chapter four summarizes our work on applying this new technique to a sample of biological importance. Sperm whale apomyoglobin (apoMb) is widely studied in protein folding experiments because it has a stable intermediate that can be populated at low pH and salt concentrations. Most importantly, the stable intermediate closely resembles a kinetic folding intermediate allowing a wide range of experimental techniques to be used to study what is normally a short lived state [21]. Though apoMb is widely studied, it is unknown if water is excluded from the hydrophobic core of the stable intermediate. This is an important question since protein folding models differ on whether the exclusion of water occurs after the initial collapse of a hydrophobic core or after the protein has found its native structure. In chapter four, our DNP results show strong evidence for a hydrated hydrophobic core in the intermediate state of apoMb. In addition to the work presented here, this new technique has been applied in our group
to study water diffusion across membranes [22, 23], inside coacervates [24], and to elucidate early forming species in the aggregation of tau protein [25].

While the experiments presented in chapters two through four were done at 0.35 T, most NMR experiments are done at much higher magnetic fields due to increased spin polarization and greater spectral resolution. Despite the wide range of samples that DNP experiments could be applied to at high magnetic fields (arbitrarily defined here as > 5 T), the technique has not been widely used, largely due to hardware difficulties. DNP requires resonant or near resonant irradiation of the electron Larmor frequency. Magnetic fields up to 16 T are commonly used in NMR experiments which would require a 450 GHz source for DNP experiments to be implemented. The problem is not just limited to the availability of high frequency sources, but other challenges must be overcome such as dielectric absorption by the sample, high microwave power needed to excite broad electron spin resonances, and difficulties building the necessary RF and microwave equipment into the bore of a superconducting magnet without sacrificing spectral resolution. Recent technological developments in microwave technologies [26, 27] have renewed interest in high field DNP. The wider availability of hardware and increased interest has led to several commercial instruments, notably, a 9 T gyrotron-based system from Bruker Biospin for solid state magic angle spinning experiments (ssMAS) and a diode-based, 1.1 K dissolution DNP setup for liquid state spectroscopy from GE and Oxford. In the latter, the sample is cooled to 1.1 K during microwave irradiation in a 3.35 T magnet and then quickly dissolved and shuttled to a high resolution NMR magnet. The
former uses a gyrotron to produce high power (several watts) 250 GHz irradiation and over-moded waveguides to propagate the microwaves to the sample inside a ssMAS probe in a 9 T magnet. Both systems are expensive, require significant lab space, and do not incorporate the ability to detect the EPR signal of the sample which can also contain a wealth of information about electron-nuclei interactions. In chapter five we detail our work to bridge this cost—space—EPR gap with the development of a 7 T DNP and EPR spectrometer based on quasi-optical techniques with a low power, 200 GHz diode source. In this chapter we present our initial DNP and EPR results on a test sample at 4 K. Our experimental design allows for EPR and NMR detection in the same setup without changing the sample. Also, we show the benefit of using quasi-optical techniques for microwave propagation as the polarization of incident radiation can be changed to maximize DNP enhancements or isolate the small EPR signal from the large background.

As previously mentioned, all of the work at low field relies on the OE. As the goal of these experiments is to understand the dynamics of water on biological surfaces, an understanding of the theory is necessary. I therefore dedicate the next two sections to the theory of the OE and paramagnetic relaxation by dissolved solutes. I end this introductory chapter by giving a brief introduction to EPR with spin labeled molecules because, as I show in chapter four, EPR and DNP can give complementary information and together paint a more complete picture of the dynamics of proteins.
B. Theory of the Overhauser Effect

The Hamiltonian for two coupled spins, $I$ and $S$, in a magnetic field is given by Equation 1.1 [28]. Though the equation is general for any two spins, the focus in this dissertation is on the coupling between an unpaired electron spin, $S$, and nuclear spin, $I$, and this will be assumed throughout unless otherwise stated.

$$H = \hbar \gamma_S (S \cdot H_0) + \hbar \gamma_I (I \cdot H_0) + H_s + H_d \quad (1.1a)$$

$$H_s = \frac{\gamma_s \gamma_I \hbar^2 8\pi}{3} |\psi(0)|^2 (I \cdot S) \quad (1.1b)$$

$$H_d = \gamma_s \gamma_I \hbar^2 \left[ \frac{I \cdot S}{r^3} - \frac{3(I \cdot r)(S \cdot r)}{r^5} \right] \quad (1.1c)$$

The first two terms of Eq. 1.1a describe the Zeeman interaction of the spins in the applied magnetic field, $H_0$. $H_s$ is known as the scalar interaction, though in some contexts it is referred to as the Fermi-contact term. The strength of the scalar interaction depends on the probability of the $e^{-}$ being at the position of the nucleus, $|\psi(0)|^2$. In general, this is not known, making the scalar interaction difficult to predict except in simple situations [29]. The final term, $H_d$, describes the dipolar interaction between two magnetic moments where $r$ is the distance between the two spins. The experiments described in this work are dominated by the dipolar interaction so it is worth discussing this term in some detail. By evaluating the dot products in Eq. 1.1c, converting $I_x$, $I_y$, $S_x$, and $S_y$ to raising and lowering operators, and writing $r$ in spherical coordinates, $(r, \theta, \phi)$, the effect of $H_d$ is more easily observed [28].
\[ H_d = \frac{\gamma_s \gamma_i \hbar^2}{r^3} (A + B + C + D + E + F) \]  \hspace{1cm} (1.2a)

\[ A = I_z S_z (1 - 3 \cos^2 \theta) \]  \hspace{1cm} (1.2b)

\[ B = -\frac{1}{4} (I^+ S^- + I^- S^+) (1 - 3 \cos^2 \theta) \]  \hspace{1cm} (1.2c)

\[ C = -\frac{3}{2} (I^+ S_z + I_z S^+) \sin \theta \cos \theta e^{-i\phi} \]  \hspace{1cm} (1.2d)

\[ D = -\frac{3}{2} (I^- S_z + I_z S^-) \sin \theta \cos \theta e^{i\phi} \]  \hspace{1cm} (1.2e)

\[ E = -\frac{3}{4} I^+ S^+ \sin^2 \theta e^{-2i\phi} \]  \hspace{1cm} (1.2f)

\[ F = -\frac{3}{4} I^- S^- \sin^2 \theta e^{2i\phi} \]  \hspace{1cm} (1.2g)

It is now clear that \( H_d \) can cause mutual spin transitions. Let us assume, not only for simplicity of the discussion, but also because it is appropriate for the OE experiments in this work, that spin \( I \) is a \(^1\text{H} \) nuclear spin, \( \frac{1}{2} \). We also assume that the magnetic field is large enough that the energy of the Zeeman interaction is much greater than \( H_s \) or \( H_d \) so they can be treated as a perturbation. We can then assume a four level energy diagram as shown in Fig. 1.1. Term \( B \) in Eq. 1.2 is responsible for the zero quantum transition, \( w_0 \). Terms \( C \) and \( D \) flip only the e^\* or \(^1\text{H} \) nucleus and are shown as \( w_1 \) and \( p' \). Finally terms \( E \) and \( F \) represent the double quantum transition, \( w_2 \), where both spins flip in the same direction. It is important to note that the \((I \cdot r)(S \cdot r)\) term in Eq. 1.1c is responsible for the double quantum transition. Therefore, if \( H_s \) is the only important coupling term in the Hamiltonian then only the \( w_0, w_1 \), and \( p' \) transitions are possible, while for pure dipolar coupling, all the transitions shown are
all possible. Determining these transitions rates is very important and will be discussed in the next section. For now I will assume only that these transitions exist. Lastly, there are relaxation mechanisms of the electron and $^1$H nuclear spins that are not due to scalar or dipolar coupling, and these transition rates are denoted $w^0 = 1/T_{10}$ and $p = 1/T_{1e}$, where $T_{10}$ and $T_{1e}$ are the longitudinal relaxation times of the nucleus and electron in the absence of any coupling between them. Also, the electron spin has much stronger relaxation mechanisms other than dipolar coupling to the nucleus so the assumption $p \gg p'$ will be made.

Figure 1.1. Four level energy diagram for two coupled spin $\frac{1}{2}$'s, appropriate for an electron and nucleus with a positive gyromagnetic ratio such as $^1$H.

Given these transition probabilities, we can write equations for the time rate of change of the population of each energy level by adding together the different relaxation pathways in or out of that particular level. As an example, the equation for the population of level 1 ($n_1$) is given in Eq. 1.3 with similar equations for the other three energy levels.

$$\frac{dn_1}{dt} = -(p + w_0 + w_1 + w^0)n_1 + pn_2 + (w_1 + w^0)n_3 + w_0n_4 \quad (1.3)$$
In an NMR experiment the net magnetization, \( \langle I_z \rangle \), is measured which is the total number of spin up nuclei minus the number of spin down.

\[
\langle I_z \rangle \propto n_3 + n_4 - (n_1 + n_2) \quad (1.4)
\]

Using Eq. 1.3 (and the equations for \( n_2, n_3, \) and \( n_4, \)) and Eq. 1.4 we can write,

\[
\frac{d\langle I_z \rangle}{dt} = -(w_0 + 2w_1 + w_2 + w^0)(\langle I_z \rangle - I_0) - (w_2 - w_0)(\langle S_z \rangle - S_0) \quad (1.5)
\]

where \( I_0 \) and \( S_0 \) are the nuclear and electron spin equilibrium magnetizations. This is one of the famous Solomon equations for describing the magnetization of two dipolar coupled spin \( \frac{1}{2} \)'s [30]. There is of course a similar equation for the electron, but because the electron spin has other strong relaxation mechanisms not due to coupling with the nucleus we can ignore it. Using the relation \( S_0/I_0 = \gamma_s/\gamma_I \), we can define the NMR signal enhancement, \( E = \langle I_z \rangle/I_0 \), in the steady state by rearranging the terms in Eq. 1.5.

\[
\frac{\langle I_z \rangle}{I_0} = E = 1 - \rho f s \frac{\gamma_s}{\gamma_I} \quad (1.6a)
\]

\[
\rho = \frac{w_2 - w_0}{w_0 + 2w_1 + w_2} \quad (1.6b)
\]

\[
f = \frac{w_0 + 2w_1 + w_2}{w_0 + 2w_1 + w_2 + w^0} \quad (1.6c)
\]

\[
s = \frac{S_0 - \langle S_z \rangle}{S_0} \quad (1.6d)
\]

In these equations \( \rho \) is known as the coupling factor, \( f \) is the leakage factor and is the ratio of the dipolar relaxation rate to the total relaxation rate, and \( s \) is the saturation factor.
The most striking feature of Eq. 1.6a is the ratio $|\gamma_S|/\gamma_I$, which for an electron spin and $^1$H nuclear spin is $\sim 660$. It is therefore possible to achieve a large NMR signal enhancement by irradiating the electron spin resonance and driving $\langle S_z \rangle$ away from its thermal equilibrium value and towards 0. Assuming the validity of the Bloch equations for the electron spin [31] and on-resonant irradiation of the EPR transition, the saturation factor can be written as function of the applied radiation power,

$$ s = \frac{\alpha P}{1 + \alpha P} \quad (1.7) $$

where $\alpha$ is a constant related to the electron spin relaxation times, $T_{1e}$ and $T_{2e}$, as well as the coil or cavity properties used to irradiate the sample [29]. To account for differences in the saturation factor due to different experimental setups or differences in applied power, a typical experiment consists of measuring the NMR signal enhancement as a function of power. The results are then extrapolated to infinite power using Eq. 1.7 (where $s \to 1$) to measure the maximum possible enhancement,

$$ E_{\text{max}} = E(P \to \infty). $$

An assumption in this discussion of the saturation factor is that the species containing the unpaired electron has only a single resonance line. This is often not the case due to hyperfine coupling of the electron spin to a nucleus with non-zero spin. A widely used family of free radicals in DNP and EPR experiments is nitroxide radicals. An example of a nitroxide radical is shown in Fig. 1.2 along with its EPR spectrum. There is a hyperfine interaction between the unpaired electron and the spin = 1 $^{14}$N nucleus, giving the 3-line EPR spectrum. A standard EPR spectrometer operates at X-band, so resonant cavities are typically employed to irradiate the sample. The use of a
cavity implies only a single line of the EPR spectrum can be irradiated due to the narrow bandwidth. Also, the nuclear spin polarization is very low, so the electron spin population is equally distributed among the three spin states of the $^{14}$N nucleus. This is easily seen by the nearly equal intensities of the EPR spectrum in Fig. 1.2. Therefore, the saturation factor is usually modified by multiplying Eq. 1.7 by a factor of $1/n$ where $n$ is the number of hyperfine lines. The maximum saturation factor for nitroxide radicals is then $\frac{1}{3}$ instead of 1. This assumption will be shown to be incorrect in Chapter 2 where a new saturation factor is derived for nitroxide radicals.

**Figure 1.2.** Chemical structure of the radical 4-Amino-Tempo and an X-band EPR spectrum taken in a TE$_{102}$ resonant cavity. The $B_0$ field is modulated at 100 kHz and slowly swept while the sample is continuously irradiated with microwaves, so the 1st derivative of the absorption signal is measured.

In many cases, the leakage factor can be easily determined. The denominator of Eq. 1.6c is just the sum of the different longitudinal relaxation rates, that is, $1/T_1 = w_0 + 2w_1 + w_2 + w^0$. Remembering that $w^0$ is the relaxation rate in the absence of dipolar or scalar coupling we can rewrite Eq. 1.6c as

$$f = 1 - \frac{T_1}{T_{10}}$$  \(1.8\).
For samples where a paramagnetic solute is being used to hyperpolarize the solvent, $f$ can be determined by measuring the longitudinal nuclear spin relaxation in the presence of the paramagnetic species ($T_1$) and absence of the paramagnetic species ($T_{10}$). Thus, the leakage factor is a measure of how effectively the $e^-$ relaxes the nuclei compared to other mechanisms. In the limit that all nuclear spin relaxation occurs via coupling to the electron spin, $T_1 \ll T_{10}$ and $f$ approaches 1. The total relaxation rate caused by the $e^-$ spins obviously depends on the concentration of electron spins. For a dilute concentration of electron spins compared to the nuclei, all dipolar relaxation rates are all linear in $e^-$ spin concentration. We can then write Eq. 1.6c as

$$ f = \frac{kC T_{10}}{1 + kC T_{10}} \quad (1.9), $$

where $k$ is known as the relaxivity constant and $C$ is the unpaired $e^-$ concentration.

The coupling factor is so named because it provides information on the type of interaction between the electron spin and nuclear spin. If the coupling is purely scalar, the double quantum transition does not exist, and $\rho$ is negative. If the coupling is purely dipolar, then $w_2 > w_0$ (this will be shown in the next section) and $\rho$ is positive. Additionally, as Eq. 1.6b contains only transitions rates caused by coupling to the $e^-$ spin, there is no concentration dependence in $\rho$. This makes $\rho$ the fundamental parameter to determine from an Overhauser DNP experiment. The transition rates, $w_0$, $w_1$, and $w_2$, contain information on the type of coupling as well as the dynamics modulating the coupling. It is therefore important to calculate these transition rates so that useful information can be extracted.
C. Modeling the Overhauser Effect

In the previous section, we showed that both $s$ and $f$ can approach one, and thus large NMR signal enhancements are possible if there is efficient cross relaxation. In this section we show under what conditions this is in fact true. We also now narrow the focus to the dipolar coupling between an electron of a paramagnetic solute and the nucleus of a solvent. In this situation, the dipolar Hamiltonian, $H_d$, is time dependent due to the diffusion of molecules. This implies that $I$, $S$, and $r$, are all functions of time. Since diffusion is a random process, $H_d$ is stationary, so the evolution from time $t$ to $t'$ depends only on their difference, $\tau$. The transition probability between two energy levels from time dependent perturbation theory is then [32]

$$w_{mn} = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \langle m | H_d(t) | n \rangle \langle n | H_d(t + \tau) | m \rangle e^{-i\omega_{mn} \tau} d\tau$$  \hspace{1cm} (1.10)

where the bar represents a statistical average. Eq. 1.10 looks like a Fourier transform, and we can define a spectral density function, $J(\omega)$, and a correlation function, $G(\tau)$,

$$J(\omega) = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} G(\tau) e^{-i\omega \tau}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1.11)

where

$$G(\tau) = G(-\tau) = \langle m | H_d(t) | n \rangle \langle n | H_d(t + \tau) | m \rangle$$  \hspace{1cm} (1.12).

The first equality of Eq. 1.12 is true because $G(\tau)$ is stationary. If the time dependence of $r$, $\theta$, $\phi$ in Eq. 1.2 is known, the transition rates can be calculated. However, in general an exact calculation of the transition rates is not possible as not only the diffusion of the two molecules needs to be modeled, but also the electrostatic
forces interacting between them. Fortunately, the field of paramagnetic relaxation enhancement (PRE) is an active community with applications ranging from aiding in protein structure determination to magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) contrast agents, so much theoretical and experimental work has been done [33-42]. Three relatively straightforward scenarios exist that have relatively simple solutions and apply to a wide range of samples: a translational Brownian diffusion model where the spins are centered on hard spheres with no forces acting between them (force, free hard sphere model; FFHS, also referred to as the translational model) [36, 38], a rotational model where the two spins form a bound complex so that \( r \) is a constant and \( H_d \) is modulated by rotational motion [29, 32], and a model combining these two theories for samples that exhibit both types of relaxation [42]. In chapter two we show that the FFHS model approximates the nitroxide radical – \(^1\text{H}\) of water system fairly well. We therefore calculate \( \rho \) and \( T_1 \) using this model to show the behavior of the DNP signal enhancement as a function of dynamics and magnetic field. We also compare these results to a simple rotational model to show how the two differ and how the different phases of motion may be separated.

The FFHS model is a simplified case of a more general treatment of paramagnetic relaxation developed by Hwang and Freed and remains a widely used model to describe dipolar relaxation in liquids mediated by translational diffusion. The important parameter describing the dynamics between the two spin bearing molecules is the translational correlation time defined as

\[
\tau_t = \frac{d^2}{D_I + D_S} \quad (1.13)
\]
where $d$ is the distance of closest approach and $D_I$ and $D_S$ are the diffusion coefficients of the spin bearing molecules. Eq. 1.13 is important for determining local hydration dynamics with the OE. If we can determine $\tau_t$ from a DNP experiment, we can gain knowledge of the local diffusion of water. The FFHS model also includes the spin lattice and spin-spin relaxation times of the electron. If these times are long compared to $\tau_t$, which is the case for nitroxide radicals, they can be ignored and there is a single reduced spectral density function for all the dipolar transition rates [36],

$$j(\omega, \tau_t) = \frac{1 + \frac{5\sqrt{2}}{8} (\omega \tau_t)^{1/2} + \frac{\omega \tau_t}{4}}{1 + (2\omega \tau_t)^{1/2} + \omega \tau_t + \frac{\sqrt{2}}{3} (\omega \tau_t)^{3/2} + \frac{16}{81} (\omega \tau_t)^2 + \frac{4\sqrt{2}}{81} (\omega \tau_t)^{5/2} + \frac{(\omega \tau_t)^3}{81}} \quad (1.14)$$

(Note: In reference [36], equation 2 is correct, but in equation 4 the $(\omega \tau_t)^2$ term in the denominator is incorrectly missing). The total $^1\text{H}$ nuclear spin relaxation rate of water in this model is [43]

$$\frac{1}{T_1} = \frac{32\pi N_A}{4.05 \times 10^5 \gamma_I^2 \gamma_S^2 \hbar^2 S(S + 1)C \tau_t} \frac{\tau_t}{d^3} [j(\omega_S - \omega_I, \tau) + 3j(\omega_I) + 6j(\omega_S + \omega_I)]$$

$$+ \frac{1}{T_{10}} \quad (1.15)$$

where $S$ is the electron spin (1/2 for a nitroxide radical), $N_A$ is Avogadro’s number, $C$ is the molar concentration, and $\omega_S$ and $\omega_I$ are the electron and $^1\text{H}$ angular Larmor frequencies.

The dominator of Eq. 1.6c is also the total relaxation rate, $w_0 + 2w_1 + w_2 + w^0$. The first term of Eq. 1.15 corresponds to the zero quantum transition rate, $w_0$, the second term to $2w_1$ and the third term to $w_2$. The zero and double quantum transitions
involve simultaneous electron – $^1$H spin flips, and thus depend on $\omega_S$, while the single quantum transition involves only a nuclear spin flip and therefore depends on $\omega_I$. Since $\omega_S \gg \omega_I$, the double quantum transition rate is about six times larger than the zero quantum transition rate. Thus upon irradiation of the electron spin resonance, the population of level 2 in Fig. 1.1 will become more populated than level 4 due to preferential relaxation through $w_2$, resulting in an NMR signal that is inverted compared to thermal equilibrium. An example of this is shown in Fig. 1.3 where a -130 fold signal enhancement of the $^1$H nuclear spin of water was recorded at 0.348 T. We can also rewrite Eq. 1.6b in terms of the reduced spectral density function,  

$$\rho = \frac{5j(\omega_S, \tau_t)}{7j(\omega_S, \tau_t) + 3j(\omega_l, \tau_t)} \quad (1.16)$$

where we have made use of the assumption $\omega_S \pm \omega_l \approx \omega_S$. By determining $\rho$ in a DNP experiment, Eq. 1.16 can be used to calculate $\tau_t$. Eqs 1.16, 1.14, and 1.13 form the foundation for using DNP to study hydration dynamics. By measuring the DNP signal enhancements, the leakage factor with Eq. 1.8, and determining the saturation factor with the model to be developed in chapter 2, $\rho$ and $\tau_t$ can be calculated. It is important to remember that the coupling factor can be found from Eq. 1.6a without invoking a dynamic model. Additionally, Eq 1.16 is not specific to the FFHS model, but is applicable anytime the system can be described by a single spectral density function. This will be the case whenever the electron spin relaxation times do not contribute to the time dependence of $H_d$, i.e. $T_{1e}$ and $T_{2e} \gg \tau_c$, the correlation time (for nitroxide radicals, $T_{1e}, T_{2e}$ is typically tens of ns while $\tau_c$ is typically tens of ps).
Therefore determining $\rho$ can still yield qualitative results even if an appropriate dynamic model is not known. Given the lack of experimental techniques capable of measuring hydration water, this makes DNP a particularly promising technique.

Figure 1.3. The 0.348 T $^1$H NMR signal of water taken without (top trace) and with (bottom trace) irradiation of the center electron resonance for a 15 mM concentration of the nitroxide radical 4-oxo-Tempo dissolved in water. The signal enhancement is $\sim$ 130 fold.

The result in Fig. 1.3 clearly shows that there is efficient cross relaxation at 0.35 T, but we have yet to show the behavior of the coupling factor with $\tau_e$ or $\omega$.

Furthermore, we also need an experimental test of the validity of the FFHS model if we are to use Eq. 1.16 to determine $\tau_e$. Beginning with the former, it is easy to see from Eq. 1.14 that if $\omega \tau_e \ll 1$, then $f(\omega, \tau_e) \approx 1$ and $\rho = \frac{1}{2}$ from Eq. 1.16. This is the upper limit on $\rho$, so the maximum possible $^1$H enhancement due to the OE from Eq. 1.6a is -330 fold. The coupling factor is plotted as function of $\omega_5 \tau_e$ in Fig. 1.4 using the FFHS model (solid line). The shape of this curve is important for determining how sensitive Overhauser DNP is to changing dynamics through $\tau_e$. For $1 < \omega_5 \tau_e <$
30, \( \rho \) decreases rapidly with increasing values of \( \omega_S \tau_t \), while outside this region, \( \rho \) varies slowly with \( \omega_S \tau_t \). In our experiments at 0.35 T, the electron resonance frequency is \( \sim 9.8 \) GHz. From the above condition, the OE will be a good technique for studying translational dynamics on the timescale of \( \sim 10 \text{–} 500 \) ps. This timescale nicely covers the range of values other reports have found for the dynamics of hydration water [15, 16, 44-46]. Thus, from a theoretical standpoint, 0.35 T is a good choice of magnetic field to perform these experiments. It also turns out to be quite fortuitous as this is the standard field for EPR studies so that much of the hardware needed for DNP is commercially available.

**Figure 1.4.** Comparison of the field dependence of the coupling factor for the FFHS translational diffusion model and the rotational diffusion model.

![Graph of \( \rho \) vs. \( \omega_S \tau_t \)](image)

The total relaxation rate (Eq. 1.15) contains the same information as the coupling factor and can also be used to study hydration dynamics, though it is experimentally more difficult. The method of nuclear magnetic resonance dispersion (NMRD) measures the relaxation rate of a system as a function of magnetic field, and uses the data to find the shape of the spectral density functions. Typically, milli-molar concentrations of nitrooxide radicals are needed for an NMRD experiment due to the
concentration dependence of the relaxation rate. The solubility of proteins is generally lower than this, so it is difficult to generate much contrast in the field dependence of the relaxation data. DNP, on the other hand, is still a viable technique as the contrast generated is the $^1$H NMR signal enhancement, and concentrations as low as 50 μM of nitrooxide radicals can still give measurable enhancement [18]. However, NMRD is a widely used and powerful technique because the relaxation curves can be used to distinguish different dynamic models. An example of this is shown in Fig. 1.5 where the FFHS model is compared to a rotational diffusion model to be discussed shortly. The initial decrease in the relaxation rate for both models is due to a decrease in $w_0$ and $w_2$ which fall off at lower magnetic fields due to their $\omega_S$ dependence. The $w_1$ transition doesn’t begin to decrease rapidly until much later and causes the high field behavior. The field dependence of DNP data, in principle, also discriminates between diffusion models as seen by the different behavior of $\rho$ with the translational and rotational models shown in Fig. 1.4. This is experimentally difficult to realize as several microwave sources and resonant structures would be needed to irradiate the electron resonance over a large enough field range to fit the data to a dynamic model.

Though the dipolar relaxation rates decrease monotonically with increasing field, this is not the case when looking at the relaxation rates as a function of $\tau_t$ at constant field. Fig. 1.6 shows the leakage factor with the FFHS model at 0.35 T for a 200 μM concentration of free radical as a function of $\tau_t$. At small values of $\tau_t$, $f$ is small while $\rho$ is quite large as seen in Fig 1.4. If $\tau_t$ increases due to slower diffusion, as opposed to a larger $d$, then $f$ begins to increase while $\rho$ decreases. For large values of
**Figure 1.5.** Comparison of the dipolar relaxation rate due to translational motion and rotational motion. Each plot was made with the $\tau_c = 20$ ps and $C = 5$ mM. For the two models, $d = b = 2.5$ Å was used. The bound water lifetime was neglected in the calculation as explained in the text.

![Graph showing the comparison of translational and rotational relaxation rates.](image)

**Figure 1.6.** A plot of the leakage factor for the $^1$H–electron system, using the FFHS model with $C = 200 \mu$M and $d = 2.5$ Å.

![Graph showing the leakage factor with respect to $\tau_t$.](image)

$\tau_t, f$ can approach 1 even for very small concentrations of radical, while $\rho$ is nearly 0. This observation is important for interpreting DNP signal enhancements with Eq. 1.6a as will be discussed in chapter four with apoMb. It seems somewhat counter-intuitive at first that a larger leakage factor can result in smaller measured DNP enhancement, but this turns out to actually be the case if the increase in $\tau_t$ is due to slower local diffusion and not due to a change in the distance of closest approach, $d$. If the distance of closest approach increases, the relaxation rates also decrease, because of the factor
of \(1/d^3\) in Eq. 1.15. Therefore, a decrease in \(\rho\) that is associated with an increase in \(f\) is likely due to slower local diffusion while a decrease in \(\rho\) accompanied by a similar or smaller \(f\) is more likely caused by an increase in \(d\).

It is appropriate to briefly discuss dipolar relaxation mediated by rotational motion as some proteins are known to have strongly bound water molecules that tumble with the protein as a whole [47]. In this case, the distance between the \(e^-\) and \(^1H\) nuclear spins is taken to be a constant and \(H_0\) is modulated by rotational diffusion. The relaxation rate is given in 1.17a [42],

\[
\frac{1}{T_1} = \frac{P_m}{T_{1m} + \tau_m} \tag{1.17a}
\]

\[
\frac{1}{T_{1m}} = \frac{\gamma_e^2 \gamma_s^2 \hbar^2}{10b^6} \tau_c \left(7j(\omega_s, \tau_c) + 3j(\omega_I, \tau_c)\right) \tag{1.17b}
\]

\[
j(\omega, \tau) = \frac{1}{1 + \omega^2 \tau^2} \tag{1.17c}
\]

\[
\frac{1}{\tau_c} = \frac{1}{\tau_r} + \frac{1}{\tau_m} \tag{1.17d}
\]

where \(P_m\) is the mole fraction of bound water, which is proportional to concentration, \(b\) is the distance between the two spins when bound, \(\tau_m\) is the lifetime of bound water, \(\tau_r\) is the rotational correlation time of the bound complex, and \(1/T_{1m}\) is \(^1H\) relaxation rate in the bound complex. It has already been assumed in Eq. 1.17 that the spin of the electron is \(\frac{1}{2}\) and \(\omega_s \gg \omega_I\). Though the rotational model appears somewhat complicated because we have to account for the lifetime of the bound complex, it is often the case that \(1/\tau_r \ll 1/\tau_m \ll 1/T_{1m}\) so that \(\tau_m\) can be ignored. From Figs. 1.4 and 1.5, we can see that the spectral density function for rotational
motion remains fairly constant until higher fields than in the translational model, but then falls off much more rapidly as the magnetic field is increased. Because of this different behavior, NMRD experiments are useful for evaluating different relaxation models and will be done in the next chapter. Combining the two models for mixed modes of relaxation can be done by adding the relaxation rates together: 

\[ \frac{1}{T_1} = \left( \frac{1}{T_{1\text{FFHS}}} \right) + \left( \frac{1}{T_{1R}} \right) + \frac{1}{T_{10}}. \]

As a final note for this section, it is now clear as to why the OE, though discovered in 1953, has not found widespread use in NMR spectroscopy (unlike the nuclear OE that is a standard technique in NMR). The coupling factor rapidly decreases at higher magnetic fields, and small sample volumes must be used to avoid dielectric absorption. The DNP signal enhancements at high field are not substantial enough to overcome the loss in sample volume or hardware difficulties. However, our focus is not on increasing absolute sensitivity, but on gaining information on the dynamics between the two spin bearing molecules. As the preceding discussion has shown, and chapters two through four will prove, DNP is well suited for this role.

**D. Spin Labeled Electron Paramagnetic Resonance**

Electron paramagnetic resonance using nitroxide spin labels (often referred to as electron spin resonance, ESR, with organic radicals) is widely used to study the structure and dynamics of biological systems [48]. Unlike NMR, EPR is not limited by the size of the paramagnetic label or spin labeled protein and can be used with \( \mu \text{M} \) sample concentrations. Hence, many proteins that are inaccessible to NMR can be studied with EPR. The same will be true for measuring hydration dynamics with DNP.
since the $^1$H NMR signal of water, and not that of the protein, is being measured. EPR is also sensitive to a faster dynamic timescale than NMR due to the larger Larmor frequency of the electron spin. Protein conformational motions in the $\mu$s timescale, for example, are averaged in a NMR experiment, but show up as distinct peaks or changes in the lineshape of an X-band EPR spectrum. As our proposed method of measuring local water dynamics with DNP relies on spin labeled molecules, EPR is a natural technique to employ in our study of these systems. In chapter four we show how the two methods give quite complementary information and can be used together to narrow the possible interpretations of the results for complex systems. One important point is that EPR spectra are usually taken in continuous wave, meaning the sample is irradiated with low power microwaves at constant frequency while the $B_0$ field is swept slowly. A direct absorption peak could be measured, but to increase sensitivity, the $B_0$ field is usually modulated at 10—100 kHz and the signal detected with a lock—in amplifier. The resulting spectrum is the derivative of the absorption signal and most EPR spectra presented in this dissertation are derivative spectra.

The electron $g$ and $A$ tensor values ($A$ being the strength of the hyperfine interaction with the $^{14}$N nucleus) of a nitroxide radical are anisotropic since the unpaired electron resides in a p-orbital. For fast rotational motion, (tens to hundreds of ps at 0.35 T) the $g$ and $A$ values are averaged, and the spectrum appears isotropic as in Fig. 1.2. As the tumbling of the nitroxide slows, the anisotropic values for $g$ and $A$ result in line broadening and spreading out of the spectrum. A rigid-limit powder spectrum of a nitroxide, shown in Fig 1.7, is drastically different from the liquid
spectrum in Fig 1.2. Thus, an EPR spectrum can be used to estimate rotational motion of molecules occurring on the nanosecond timescale at X-band. Additionally, the $g$ and $A$ tensor values depend on the local environment of the nitroxide. $A_{zz}$ in particular is sensitive to local polarity [49-51]. Much effort has been put into calculating and fitting EPR spectra to gain information about the local dynamics of the molecule the label is attached to, such as protein backbone dynamics. This is not a trivial matter as there are many free parameters. In addition to $g$-values, $A$-values, and rotational motion, the lineshape can also be influenced by unresolved hyperfine couplings and local order parameters. At X-band excitation frequencies where most EPR is done, there is significant spectral overlap of these quantities, and care must taken when fitting spectra and interpreting results. Nevertheless, the importance of spin labeled EPR of biological samples with nitroxide radicals has motivated the development of two programs to fit spectra, Easyspin [52] and NLSL [53-56]. Details of the fitting procedure will be given in chapter four where we use NLSL to estimate the local motions and polarity of apoMb.

Though an EPR spectrum contains a wealth of information about the local environment of the spin label, it is not directly measuring water dynamics. Certainly the rotational motion of the protein backbone is influenced by the motion of local water, but the EPR spectra will also depend on whether the spin labeled residue is in an $\alpha$-helix, $\beta$-sheet, or an unstructured loop. Further, the spectrum is influenced by the rigidity of the bond linking the nitroxide radical to the protein backbone [57]. This
Figure 1.7. Rigid-limit EPR spectrum of the nitroxide radical, 4-oxo-TEMPO. The sample was prepared by 1 mM 4-oxo-TEMPO and 100 mM trehalose sugar in water and then drying the sample.

is not meant to imply that valuable information cannot be gained from EPR, but to emphasize that Overhauser DNP and EPR are measuring different interactions. DNP directly measures the $^1$H NMR signal enhancement of water which depends on the dynamics of $^1$H—$e^-$ interactions, while EPR reports directly on the rotational motion and local environment of the spin probe.
II. The Overhauser effect with nitrooxide radicals

A. Introduction

Nitroxide radicals have been used in liquid DNP studies for over 30 years and are commonly used in proton—electron double resonance imaging experiments [58-64]. Two of the advantages of these radicals are their stability and that they can be functionalized for different applications. For example, the amine (NH$_2$) group of 4-Amino Tempo shown in Fig 1.2 can be replaced by a hydroxyl or carboxyl group, as well as many other functional groups. This is very useful for attaching nitroxides to various molecules as local spin probes. Due to their usefulness in DNP experiments, several studies have been performed to quantify which radicals of this family have the largest coupling factor [65-67]. However, the results of these studies have varied greatly with values of $\rho$ ranging from ~ 0.2 to larger than the theoretical maximum of 0.5. The differences are not consistent with the experiments being done at different magnetic fields. All three of these studies were done at low magnetic fields in the range of 6 to 15 mT. In this field range, $\rho$ should be varying only slowly with increasing field, and dramatic differences should not be observed (see Fig 1.4). There is also no explanation for a measured $\rho > 0.5$. Common to these studies was the use of Eq. 2.1 for the saturation factor

$$s = \frac{1}{3} \frac{\alpha P}{1 + \alpha P} \quad (2.1).$$

To account for variances in applied power, the DNP enhancement is measured as a function of power, and the result extrapolated to infinite power. Thus we define
\[ E_{\text{max}} = E(P \to \infty) = 1 - \rho f s_{\text{max}} \frac{|\gamma_s|}{\gamma_I} \] (2.2)

where \( s_{\text{max}} = \frac{1}{2} \) from Eq. 2.1. The leakage factor depends on the radical concentration through Eq. 1.9, but can be measured and accounted for with Eq. 1.8. Thus, no matter what concentration of radical is used, Eq. 2.2 can be used to find \( \rho \).

As we show in the Results and Discussion section, this method fails for nitroxide radicals. The three hyperfine lines of the nitroxide radical are not independent, but are coupled through collision induced electron spin exchange and through rapid relaxation of the \(^{14}\text{N}\) nucleus of the nitroxide due to slow molecular tumbling [68]. A model for the saturation factor taking into account \( e^-\) spin exchange was originally proposed in 1977 by Bates and Drozdoski [69] in a rarely cited paper that I will discuss shortly. We show that this model works very well for nitroxides dissolved freely in solution, but does not explain our experimental results of spin labeled proteins and gels. These results require a model incorporating nitrogen nuclear spin relaxation into the saturation factor. It is important to note that in none of the studies investigating the coupling factor mentioned above (one as recent as 2006), did the authors use the work of Bates and Drozdoski in explaining their experimental data. Though nitroxide radicals were being widely used in Overhauser DNP experiments, and effort was being put into determining the ones that gave the best performance, a thorough investigation into these radicals and a quantitative understanding was lacking.

We also apply the FFHS model to the DNP and NMRD results as a check on the validity of this model. Our results show that the FFHS model fits the NMRD data
well. However, there is an unresolved discrepancy between the DNP and NMRD analysis. These experiments are important for showing that DNP can be used to gain information on hydration dynamics and for evaluating the limitations of the technique. Finally, we compare the DNP, NMRD, and molecular dynamics (MD) simulations results of two widely used types of nitroxide radicals; a pyrroline (5-membered ring) based and piperidine (6-membered ring) based ring structure. We show that the change in ring structure does not measurably change the coupling factor or relaxation behavior. This is relevant because a particular structure can be chosen for spin labels based on symmetry or ease of chemical modification, and the DNP results can still be compared. For example, 5-membered rings are usually used as spin labels for proteins and lipid tail groups, while 6-membered rings are often used on poly-electrolytes and lipid head groups. Additionally, our MD experiments discussed below show that the local diffusion coefficient of water is unaffected by the presence of the nitroxide radical. Hence, the measured DNP enhancements reflect the actual timescale of water diffusion and are not significantly perturbed by the spin label.

**B. A new model describing the saturation factor**

Bates and Drozdoski proposed that collision based electron spin exchange mixes the three hyperfine lines of a nitroxide radical. Since spin exchange requires a collision between two radicals, the effect will depend on concentration. Instead of assuming the simple four level model of Fig. 1.1, all three hyperfine states must be included. The new 12-level model is shown in figure 2.1 along with the possible exchange transitions with rate, \( \kappa = \kappa' \mathcal{C} \). Only exchange transitions involving
electrons in opposite spin states are shown as these result in a change of electron spin population for a particular set. However, the total electron spin population is conserved. In the figure, $F$ represents $e^-$ transitions induced by the applied microwave field and is only applied to one of the hyperfine states. Bates and Drozdoski made four assumptions: (1) the energy difference between the three hyperfine states is small so that the dipolar transition rates in each of the hyperfine sets can be considered equal, i.e. $w_0$ in set I equals $w_0$ in sets II and III. (2) The $^1$H nuclear spin does not change during a spin exchange transition. (3) The rates $p$, $F$, and $\kappa$ which involve only electron spins are much faster than the rates involving nuclear spin so small and second order terms can be ignored. (4) The $^{14}$N nuclear spin is constant. I first summarize the results from Bates and Drozkoski and then discuss what happens when this fourth assumption is removed.

**Figure 2.1.** 12-level diagram describing the energy levels for a coupled $e^-$—$^1$H system when using a nitroxide radical. The exchange transitions were first proposed in ref [69] while inclusion of $^{14}$N nuclear spin transitions was part of my original work [18]. Only dipolar coupling is assumed.

Using the 12 level model, a set of 12 equations similar to Eq. 1.3 can be written, but we now include spin exchange transitions and explicitly include transitions induced by the microwave field, $F$. I leave the explicit details of how the equations were set up and solved to the original work [69], but the end result is
\[ E = 1 - \rho f \frac{\omega_{\text{ESR}}}{\omega_{\text{NMR}}} \frac{1}{3} \left( \frac{a/p P}{1 + \frac{a(1+\kappa/p)}{p(1+3\kappa/p)} P} \right) \]  

(2.3)

where we have assumed \( F = aP \), and \( a \) is constant relating microwave power to \( F \).

There are several important aspects of Eq. 2.3 to notice. The first is that the power dependence is exactly the same as Eq. 1.7 and 2.1 as it should be since this is observed experimentally. Secondly, \(|\gamma_{S}|/\gamma_{I}\) has been replaced by \( \omega_{\text{ESR}}/\omega_{\text{NMR}} \). This implies that the maximum possible DNP enhancements depend on which hyperfine state is being irradiated. Bates and Drozdoski did observe this effect at magnetic fields of 5 to 9 mT, but at 0.35 T where our experiments were done, this change is negligible. Most importantly, however, is the inclusion of \( \kappa \) into the equation for \( E \). Since \( \kappa = \kappa' C \), there is now an extra concentration dependence of the DNP enhancements in addition to \( f \). The result of this is seen more easily if we take the limit of infinite power; then

\[ E_{\text{max}} = 1 - \rho f \frac{1}{3} \left( \frac{1 + 3C \kappa' /p}{1 + C \kappa' /p} \right) \frac{\omega_{\text{ESR}}}{\omega_{\text{NMR}}} \]  

(2.4)

This equation is very similar to Eq. 2.2, but now \( s_{\text{max}} \) depends on the concentration of radical and \( T_{1e} \). Additionally, in the limit of very high radical concentration

\[ E_{\text{max}}(C \to \infty) = 1 - \rho \frac{\omega_{\text{ESR}}}{\omega_{\text{NMR}}} \]  

(2.5)

Thus, if electron spin exchange is very fast compared to \( 1/T_{1e} \), irradiating one hyperfine line can effectively saturate the entire electron spin population, contrary to the previous assumption that only \( \frac{1}{3} \) of the \( e^- \) spins can be fully saturated. However,
we recover this lower limit as $C \rightarrow 0$. While Bates and Drozdoski predicted this effect and used it to explain their larger than expected DNP enhancements, they did not attempt to quantify the effect by fitting for $\rho$ or measuring $T_{1e}$ and $\kappa'$.

A previous EPR study found that an isotope enriched $^{15}$N-nitrooxide radical dissolved in solution had a $^{15}$N nuclear spin relaxation rate several orders of magnitude faster than the $\dot{e}$ spin relaxation rate for a range of tumbling times appropriate for spin labeled proteins [68]. Since $^{14}$N is a quadrupolar nuclei even faster nuclear spin relaxation effects are expected, but no experimental studies were found in the literature. This work, along with our DNP experimental results on spin labeled molecules, motivated us to develop a model for the saturation factor that takes nitrogen nuclear spin relaxation into account. In developing the model, we follow the work of Bates and Drozkoski, but we allow the $^{14}$N nuclear spin to change by ±1 with rate $w_N$ as shown in Fig. 2.1. Upon adding these new transitions, the DNP enhancement factor is given by [18]:

$$E = 1 - \rho f \frac{\omega_{ESR}}{\omega_{NMR}} \frac{1}{3} \left( 1 - \frac{2w_N \omega_N}{\frac{p \omega_{ESR}}{2} + \frac{w_N}{p} + \frac{6\kappa}{p}} \right) \times$$

$$\left( 1 + \frac{a^p}{p} \left[ 4 + \frac{w_N}{p} \frac{2\kappa}{p} + \frac{w_N}{p} + \frac{6\kappa}{p} \right] \left( 2 + \frac{w_N}{p} + \frac{6\kappa}{p} \right) \right)$$

(2.6)

where $\omega_N$ is the $^{14}$N Larmor frequency. The first term in parenthesis in this equation is $\sim 1$ even if $w_N/p$ is large due to the $\omega_N/\omega_{ESR}$ term, and will be ignored in the remaining discussion. In the second term, we see that the power dependence is the
same as Eq 2.3, agreeing with experimental results, but now the saturation factor depends on the $e^-$ spin exchange rate, $1/T_{1e}$, and $w_N$. In the limit of infinite power, the maximum saturation factor becomes

$$s_{\text{max}} = \frac{1}{3} \left[ \frac{\left( 2 + \frac{w_N}{p} + \frac{6\kappa}{p} \right) \left( 2 + \frac{3w_N}{p} + \frac{6\kappa}{p} \right)}{4 + \left( \frac{w_N}{p} + \frac{2\kappa}{p} \right) \left( \frac{w_N}{p} + \frac{6\kappa}{p} \right) + 2 \left( \frac{3w_N}{p} + \frac{8\kappa}{p} \right)} \right]$$

(2.7).

If $w_N$ is unimportant, then Eq. 2.7 reduces to the saturation factor of Eq. 2.4.

However, in the absence of any $e^-$ spin exchange we still have

$$s_{\text{max}}(\kappa = 0) = \frac{1}{3} \left[ \frac{\left( 2 + \frac{w_N}{p} \right) \left( 2 + \frac{3w_N}{p} \right)}{4 + \frac{6w_N}{p} + \left( \frac{w_N}{p} \right)^2} \right]$$

(2.8).

Thus, if the nitrooxide radical is tethered to a larger molecule to eliminate $e^-$ spin exchange, $s_{\text{max}}$ can still approach 1 if $w_N \gg p$. A plot of Eq. 2.7 is shown in Fig 2.2.

As either $\kappa$ or $w_N$ becomes large compared to $p$, $s_{\text{max}}$ approaches 1 due to efficient mixing of the hyperfine states. As they both go to 0, $s_{\text{max}}$ reduces to $\frac{1}{3}$ as expected.

Also, $s_{\text{max}}$ increases more rapidly with $\kappa/p$ than with $w_N/p$. This is because an exchange interaction is a bimolecular process involving two nitroxide radicals, whereas nitrogen nuclear spin relaxation involves only one molecule.

Lastly, we also derived a saturation factor for a $^{15}$N enriched nitrooxide radical where there are only two hyperfine states. The maximum saturation factor is

$$s_{\text{max}}(^{15}\text{N}) = \frac{1}{2} \left[ 1 + \frac{w_N}{p} + \frac{2\kappa}{p} \right]$$

(2.9).
Of course if there is no mixing of hyperfine states, then a $^{15}\text{N}$ nitrooxide radical will have a larger $s_{\text{max}}$ of $\frac{1}{2}$ compared to $\frac{1}{3}$ for natural abundance $^{14}\text{N}$. For fast nitrogen nuclear spin relaxation or $e^-$ spin exchange, $s_{\text{max}}$ for both $^{14}\text{N}$ and $^{15}\text{N}$ nitrooxide radials will converge to 1, though the $^{15}\text{N}$ nitrooxide converges slightly faster. However, for spin labeled molecules where $w_N/p$ can be on the order of 100-1000, using a $^{15}\text{N}$ labeled nitrooxide has no advantage over the $^{14}\text{N}$ natural abundance nitrooxide.

C. Results and Discussion

Quantifying the saturation factor

To test the model of Bates and Drozkoski, $^1\text{H}$ of water DNP experiments were performed with different concentrations of the nitrooxide radical 4-oxo-TEMPO (Fig 2.3b) at 0.35 T (see Materials and Methods Section at the end of the chapter for more details). The NMR signal enhancements were measured at various microwave powers, and the results extrapolated to infinite power to find $E_{\text{max}}$. The leakage factor was also measured to verify Eq. 1.9 and the results are shown in Fig 2.4. If there is no
mixing of the hyperfine states, then knowing $E_{\text{max}}$ and $f$ would be enough to determine $\rho$ with Eq. 2.2 since all the concentration dependence is included in $f$. The calculated coupling factors using this method are shown in Fig 2.5. Clearly $\rho$ is not constant as would be expected if $s_{\text{max}} = \frac{1}{3}$. Also, $\rho$ was found to be greater than the theoretical maximum for every concentration above 2 mM. The experimental data for the leakage factor on the other hand, is accurately described by Eq. 1.9. Since $f$ depends on the same dipolar relaxation rates as $\rho$, with the addition of $w^0$, and Eq. 1.9 fits the data for $f$ well, it is unlikely that there is an unaccounted for dependence of $\rho$ on $C$. Thus we must re-examine the data using a model that incorporates mixing between the different hyperfine states.

The rotational correlation time of nitroxide radicals freely dissolved in solution (i.e. not being used as a spin label) is on the order of 20 ps and $w_N/p$ is expected to be small [68, 71]. Thus, we can neglect $w_N/p$ in this case and use Eq. 2.4 to analyze the DNP results. A plot of $E_{\text{max}}$ vs. $C$ for 4-oxo-TEMPO is shown in Fig. 2.6 (solid circles; proxyl will be discussed below) and the data was fit to equation 2.4 with two fit parameters, $\rho$ and $\kappa'/p$. The model fits the data well and gives $\rho = 0.22 \pm 0.01$ and $\kappa'/p = 1.0 \pm 0.3$. The electron spin exchange rate and relaxation time can be measured independently to serve as a check for the validity of this model, and the assumption that $w_N/p$ can be ignored. Note that $\rho$, however, can actually be found from this method without measuring the leakage factor, spin exchange rate, or $T_{1e}$.
Figure 2.3. Chemical structures of two nitroxide radicals used in this chapter. a) 3-carbamoyl-2,2,5,5-tetramethyl-3-pyrrolin-1-oxy (proxyl), and b) 4-oxo-2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-1-piperidinyloxy (4-oxo-TEMPO). Structures used in MD simulations of c) proxyl and d) 4-oxo-TEMPO created with PyMOL [70] and an example of the orientation of hydrogen bounded water molecules as discussed in the text.

Figure 2.4. The leakage factor measured with Eq. 1.8 for different concentrations of 4-oxo-TEMPO. The solid line is the fit of the data to Eq. 1.9 and gives $k = 0.217 \text{ mM}^{-1}\text{s}^{-1}$. 
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**Figure 2.5.** Calculated coupling factors for 4-oxo-TEMPO at various concentrations assuming $s_{\text{max}} = \frac{1}{3}$. $\rho$ is clearly not constant under this assumption, and even exceed the theoretical maximum of 0.5.
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**Figure 2.5.** A plot of the maximum enhancement for different concentrations of 4-oxo-TEMPO and proxyl discussed in the chapter. The error bars represent estimated standard deviations from the fit parameters.

![Figure 2.5](image2.png)

The electron spin exchange rate was determined by measuring the EPR linewidth for different concentrations of dissolved radical. As the electron spin exchange rate increases, the absorption linewidth, $\Gamma$, of the EPR spectra also increases according to the equation [72]

$$\Gamma = \Gamma_0 + \frac{2\kappa' C}{3\gamma_s} \quad (2.10)$$
where $\Gamma_0$ is the linewidth in the limit of no spin exchange, and the factor of $\frac{2}{3}$ is needed because $\frac{1}{3}$ of all collisions will involve nitroxides that have the same $^{14}$N spin state. The results of this experiment are plotted in Fig 2.6. Notice that at low $C$ the linewidth does not increase significantly as $C$ is increased. This is because Eq. 2.10 only accounts for broadenings due to spin exchange. At low $C$ the linewidth is dominated by unresolved hyperfine couplings that do not depend on $C$, and the effect of spin exchange is not easily observed until $\sim 2$ mM in this case. From the slope of the fit line in Fig. 2.6, $\kappa' = (3.7 \pm 0.1) \times 10^6$ mM$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$. The electron spin-lattice relaxation rate was measured with pulsed EPR to be $\sim 290 \pm 30$ ns. Thus, from experimental measurements $\kappa'/p = 1.1 \pm 0.1$. This is in excellent agreement with the fit value from the DNP data and is the first quantification of the predicted saturation factor of Bates and Drozkoski [19].

**Figure 2.6.** EPR absorption linewidth of 4-oxo-TEMPO dissolved in water at different concentrations.

From Fig 2.5, we can also see that both 4-oxo-TEMPO and proxyl have nearly the same $E_{\text{max}}$ values at each concentration, and both have $\rho = 0.22$. This is encouraging
as it implies that we can compare DNP results using either radical. This will be further confirmed by the NMRD and MD simulations discussed below. We can extract the timescale of translational motion from $\rho$ using the FFHS model with Eqns 1.14 and 1.16. Using $\rho = 0.22$, and solving for the translational correlation time gives $\tau_t = 76$ ps. This result will be discussed with the value for $\tau_t$ found from fitting the NMRD data shortly.

Including only $e^-$ spin exchange into the saturation factor works well for nitroxide radicals freely dissolved in solution, but when the radical is attached to a protein we expect that collisions between nitroxide radicals will be eliminated. Hence, if nitrogen nuclear spin relaxation is unimportant, then $s_{max}$ should be $\frac{1}{3}$. Additionally, the diffusion of water is expected to be slower near the surface of biomolecules, reducing $\rho$ from its bulk value. Thus, at any concentration, the value of $\rho s_{max}$ for a spin labeled molecule should be smaller than that for the free label. However, this was not observed when attaching a nitroxide radical to the human protein isoform tau187 (details of this sample can be found in reference [73]). Table 2.1 compares the DNP results for equal concentrations of 4-oxo-TEMPO free in solution and spin labeled tau. The leakage factors were measured, so that the values of $\rho s_{max}$ can be compared. For 200 $\mu$M tau, $\rho s_{max}$ is greater than for 200 $\mu$M 4-oxo-TEMPO. This result can only be explained if the saturation factor is larger than $\frac{1}{3}$. The increase in the saturation factor cannot be due to $e^-$ spin exchange since the values of $\rho s_{max}$ for 200 $\mu$M and 1 mM spin labeled tau are equal, and thus $\rho s_{max}$ is independent of concentration. Thus, nitrogen nuclear spin relaxation must be mixing the electron
hyperfine state. Even if we were to assume the coupling factors for spin labeled tau and 4-oxo-TEMPO in solution are equal, then $s_{\text{max}}$ for tau would be 0.64, so greater than $\frac{1}{3}$. This places a lower limit on $s_{\text{max}}$ because $\rho$ is likely smaller for spin labeled tau due to slower diffusion of water near its surface than in bulk. In fact, using the work of Robinson and coworkers, $w_N/p$ is likely to be so large that $s_{\text{max}}$ is very close to 1 [23, 68]. This is an exciting result that had never before been predicted until our 2007 publication [18].

**Table 2.1.** Comparison of $\rho s_{\text{max}}$ for spin labeled tau vs. freely dissolve 4-oxo-TEMPO, and for a $^{14}$N natural abundance and $^{15}$N isotope enriched nitroxide radical attached to a sepharose gel. The $^{14}$N vs. $^{15}$N comparison on sepharose was reported in reference [74].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>$E_{\text{max}}$</th>
<th>$\rho s_{\text{max}}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>200 $\mu$M tau</td>
<td>-8</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 mM tau</td>
<td>-27.5</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200 $\mu$M TEMPO</td>
<td>-5.5</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 mM TEMPO</td>
<td>-32.6</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{14}$N labeled gel</td>
<td>-42</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{15}$N labeled gel</td>
<td>-46</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As a final check for the validity of our new model for the saturation factor, McCarney and Han spin labeled sepharose beads that we had used previously to enhance water as a natural contrast agent to image the flow of water in a water saturated system [74, 75]. One sample was made with a nitroxide radical that was enriched with $^{15}$N (spin ½) instead of the naturally abundant $^{14}$N. Since the nitroxides are tethered to the sepharose gel, $e^-$ spin exchange should be negligible, but their rotational mobility is slowed, resulting in a large $w_N/p$ value. As predicted by our model for $s_{\text{max}}$, the enhancement values for the two spin labeled gels as well as the $\rho s_{\text{max}}$ values are nearly identical as seen in Table 1. If the previous assumption that
only one of the hyperfine states was affected by the microwave irradiation, the $^{15}$N nitrooxide radical should give much larger enhancements, but this is not observed. Again, this result can only be explained by efficient mixing of the electron hyperfine states.

_Evaluating the Force Free, Hard Sphere Model_

In chapter I, the theory of the FFHS model was discussed. Figure 2.7 shows the $^1$H relaxation rate of water with 5 mM of 4-oxo-TEMPO (solid circles) and 5 mM proxyl (open circles) as a function of the $^1$H Larmor frequency. The data was fit to FFHS model using Eq. 1.14 and Eq. 1.15. As seen in Fig 2.7, the FFHS model approximates the experimental data well. The parameters for the two radicals are in very good agreement with each other; for 4-oxo-TEMPO $\tau_e = 24$ ps and $d = 2.43$ Å, while for proxyl $\tau_e = 27$ ps and $d = 2.36$ Å. We consider these differences insignificant even though the data suggests that proxyl is more efficient at relaxing the $^1$H of water. This is most likely due to an error in the measured concentrations as a deviation of $< 10\%$ would account for this difference. These measurements are also in very good agreement with previously published NMRD results of nitroxide radicals [76, 77].

While the FFHS model approximates the relaxation data well, it is apparent that for both nitroxide samples the $^1$H relaxation rate does not initially decrease as rapidly as predicted. Further, at higher frequencies the data falls off more rapidly than predicted by the fit (note that standard NMRD spectrometers do go to higher
Figure 2.7. NMRD data for 4-oxo-TEMPO (solid circles) and proxyl (open circles) dissolved in water. The data was fit to the FFHS model described in chapter I.

frequencies than shown here, unfortunately missing the high frequency behavior shown in Fig. 1.5). This behavior suggests the possibility of a rotational component contributing to the relaxation rate (see Fig 1.5). This would be significant if water was hydrogen bound to the nitroxide radical with a lifetime, \( \tau_m \), that is on the same order of, or greater than the rotational correlation time of the complex, \( \tau_r \) (see Eq. 1.17).

The results were fit to a combined translational/rotational model, and the quality of the fit improved. However, the rotational component was only 9%, the fit values for \( d \) and \( \tau_t \) changed by less than 5%, yet combined model requires three new fit parameters: \( b \), \( \tau_r \), and \( \tau_m \). Given that the FFHS model is already an approximation, adding an additional three fit parameters is not justified given the small improvement. Also, our MD results discussed below do not show significant hydrogen bonding. It is unlikely that the deviation of the data from the fit occurs from a small rotational component, but rather reflects the shortcomings of the FFHS approximation.
The coupling factor found from our DNP measurements corresponds to $\tau_t = 76$ ps using the FFHS model, while the fit of the NMRD data gave $\tau_t \approx 25$ ps. Given the approximation of treating the spins as centered on hard spheres, a factor of three difference between the two experimental techniques is perhaps not surprising. There are several points worth emphasizing about this discrepancy. More realistic models describing the system have been used, such as moving the spins off center or allowing for some hydrogen bonding, only marginally improved the fit to the NMRD data but add several fit components and do not change the estimate for the timescale of dipolar interaction significantly [19, 77]. Steric factors and order parameters have been added to account for the molecules not being spherical or “hard”, but these parameters are usually treated as a constant term in front of the spectral density function [47, 78]. Thus, their inclusion may change the overall relaxation rate, but not the estimate of the timescale modulating the dipolar coupling. Also, all constant terms in front of the spectral density functions fall out of the equation for $\rho$ (see Eq. 1.16) and so would leave $\tau_t$ calculated from DNP experiments unchanged. Thus, it seems likely that only by changing the form of the spectral density function from that given by the FFHS model can the two techniques be brought together. This was attempted in a recent study using MD simulations to calculate the coupling factor [79]. Not surprisingly, this work found that the nitroxide-water system cannot be defined by a single correlation time, and thus a calculation of $\tau_t$ from either technique would not be justified. However, at timescales of $\sim 100$ ps, the simulations were in relative agreement with the FFHS model and this agreement was forced upon the simulations.
at longer timescales. This implies that Overhauser DNP can still be used to find the
dynamics of water interacting with biological surfaces. DNP studies in the Han group
on lipid vesicles have found values of $\tau_t$ that are within a factor of two of those found
with NMRD on very similar systems (this time with DNP giving the smaller $\tau_t$),
suggesting that there is indeed better agreement as $\tau_t$ increases [22, 43]. It must be
stressed that the MD simulations in reference [79] are unique for the particular case of
a nitroxide dissolved in solution and offer no general method for studying local water
interactions. The FFHS model remains the most widely used model describing dipolar
relaxation due to translational diffusion [37, 42, 43, 77, 80, 81]. So even though the
FFHS model is known to be an approximation, given the lack of experimental
techniques, Overhauser DNP is still a promising method to study local hydration
dynamics whose applicability can be widened with improved dynamic models.

It has been proposed that NMRD should be used to calculate $\rho$ instead of DNP
due to complications with the saturation factor [76]. Our work on the saturation factor
above shows that $s$ can be quantified, and DNP should be used for calculating $\rho$. Most
importantly, determining $\rho$ with DNP enhancements does not require a dynamic
model to invoked, unlike NMRD. Due to the discrepancy already discussed, NMRD
is unlikely to report an accurate coupling factor. Also, in situations where the FFHS
model is known to fail, DNP can still be used to gain qualitative information about
local dynamics. Further, NMRD usually requires milli-molar concentrations, so it is
not a viable technique for many proteins. Lastly, NMRD experiments are time
consuming, especially at low concentrations, and so cannot be used to monitor
changes in dynamics with time resolution as has been done with our DNP method [25].

*Molecular Dynamics Simulations*

Our DNP and NMRD experimental results show that 4-oxo-TEMPO and proxyl are very similar, and suggest that results from experiments using either 6-membered or 5-membered ring nitroxide structures can be compared. However, a few questions remain: does water near the radical have the same translational dynamics as the bulk, is there significant hydrogen bonding of water to the nitroxide, and is the distance of closest approach similar between the two nitroxide structures? To answer these questions, MD simulations were performed on the two radicals, and the results are summarized in Table 2.2. Our findings for proxyl are in excellent agreement with previous MD simulations carried out by Pavone and colleagues who used MD to study the EPR properties of proxyl [82, 83]. There are small differences in the results depending on the water model used (a 3-site SPC-E model and a 4-site TIP4P model; see Materials and Methods at the end of this chapter), but the results for 4-oxo-TEMPO and proxyl are within their estimated error, agreeing with our experimental data. On average, two $^1$H nuclei are hydrogen bound to the nitroxide (from two different water molecules, as shown in Fig. 2.3) but the lifetime is only on the order of 4-6 ps. The rotational tumbling time of the molecule is ~ 26 ps [68, 71], so we are justified in ignoring bound water when modeling the relaxation behavior as mentioned above. The distance between the $^1$H of water and the center of mass (COM) of the N-O bond (where the electron probability is highest) is the same for
each radical. This supports our assumption that the offset in the relaxation data between proxyl and 4-oxo-TEMPO seen in Fig. 2.7 is likely due to errors in the concentration measurements. Most important is the result that the diffusion of water near the nitroxide radical is the same as the simulated diffusion of bulk water reported in the literature [84]. This means that the presence of the nitroxide does not significantly perturb the local water dynamics, and so the DNP enhancements reflect the actual local dynamics of water. If this were not the case, then DNP could not be use to estimate local hydration dynamics.

### Table 2.2. Comparison of the MD result for 4-oxo-TEMPO and proxyl using two different water models. The NO$_{\text{core}}$-H$_{\text{solvent}}$ distance reported is the peak of the radial distribution function. The coordination number (Coord.) is the average number of $^1$H nuclei that are hydrogen bound to the nitroxide. $D_I(\text{bulk})$ is taken from reference [84].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>NO$<em>{\text{core}}$-H$</em>{\text{solvent}}$ ($\text{Å}$)</th>
<th>Coord.</th>
<th>H-bond $\tau$ (ps)</th>
<th>$D_I(\text{radical})(\text{m}^2\text{s}^{-1})$</th>
<th>$D_I(\text{bulk})(\text{m}^2\text{s}^{-1})$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Proxyl</td>
<td>tip4p</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>4.1 x $10^{-9}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>spc/E</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>3.0 x $10^{-9}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEMPO</td>
<td>tip4p</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>4.3 x $10^{-9}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>spc/E</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>3.1 x $10^{-9}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### D. Conclusion

The results of this chapter lay the foundation for using DNP as a technique to study water-surface interactions. The coupling factor contains information on the dynamics between the two spins. This cannot be found, however, if the saturation factor is unknown. While the saturation factor with nitroxide radicals is complicated due to mixing of the electron spin hyperfine states, we have shown in this chapter that the saturation factor can be accurately determined. Additionally, we show that the FFHS model approximates the relaxation data well and can be used to give an
estimate of the timescale modulation the $^{1}\text{H} - e^-$ dipolar interaction. There remains an unresolved discrepancy between the results obtained from DNP and NMRD. Given the lack of experimental techniques available to study hydration water, we still expect DNP to be a valuable tool in these studies. Rough estimates of the timescale of the dipolar interaction can be obtained for systems such as spin labeled lipids and protein surfaces where the FFHS model describes the data well. However, determining the coupling factor from DNP does not rely on a dynamic model and can therefore give qualitative information on hydration dynamics with site specificity even if the dynamic model is not known. Lastly, our MD simulations show that the nitrooxide radical does not disturb the diffusion of local water molecules. This implies our DNP enhancements will accurately reflect changes in local dynamics and are not affected by the nitrooxide spin probe. Further, the MD simulations show that hydrogen bonding of water to the nitrooxide probe is not significant and we are justified ignoring its contribution when modeling DNP signal enhancements.

**E. Materials and Methods**

3-carbamoyl-2,2,5,5-tetramethyl-3-pyrrolin-1-oxyl (proxyl), and 4-oxo-2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-1-piperidinyloxy (4-oxo-TEMPO) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. 4-oxo-TEMPO was initially dissolved at a high concentration in DMSO and then diluted into water, the final solution containing at most 5% DMSO by volume. Proxyl was dissolved directly into water. For DNP and EPR measurements, ~ 5 $\mu$L of sample was loaded into a 0.7 mm id capillary and sealed in beeswax. The sample was loaded into a homebuilt NMR probe and placed inside a commercial Bruker TE102 X-band
cavity. NMR measurements were made with a Bruker Avance 300 NMR spectrometer at a magnetic field of ~ 0.35 T. The center electron resonance was irradiated with a high power, home built microwave amplifier described in the next chapter. Cooling air was flowed over the sample to minimize heating. Maximum enhancements were determined by fitting the enhancement vs. power data to

\[ E = I_0 + \frac{AP}{1 + BP} \] (2.11)

where \( I_0 \), \( A \), and \( B \) are fit parameters containing all the constants in Eq. 2.6. \( E_{\text{max}} = I_0 - A/B \). Igor Pro data analysis software was used to estimate errors in the fits.

For EPR linewidth analysis, the samples were prepared in the same way as for DNP experiments, only the sample was not loaded into an NMR probe to avoid possible linewidth distortions. \(^1\)H \( T_1 \) inversion-recovery experiments were performed at 0.35 T using a commercial Bruker BBFO 5 mm probe with ~ 200 \( \mu \)L of sample to determine the leakage factors for the different samples. NMRD measurements were performed at the Technical University of Illmenau on a Stelar FFC 2000-1T field cycling relaxometer and the data was fit in Mathematica. The electron spin relaxation time, \( T_{1e} \), was measured on an ELEXYS pulsed X-band EPR spectrometer at Bruker Biospin with inversion recovery and a \( \pi \) pulse of 4 ns. The estimated error of 10% for \( T_{1e} \) arises from incomplete inversion off all three of the nitroxide hyperfine lines.

MD simulations were performed with the GROMACS.x software package [84, 85]. The all-atom OPLS force field [86, 87] was used to describe the solute and tip4p [88] and spc/e [89], were used to model the solvent. The temperature and pressure were maintained near 300K and 1 bar by weak coupling to an external bath [90] with
a coupling constant of 0.1 ps for temperature and 1.0 ps for pressure. The LINCS [91] algorithm was used to constrain bond lengths within the solute. The SETTLE [92] algorithm was used to constrain bond lengths and the bond angle in water. A 2 fs integration times step was used. A smooth particle mesh Ewald method [93] was used to evaluate Coulomb interactions with a real-space cut-off of 0.9 nm, grid spacing of 0.12, and quadratic interpolation. van der Waals interactions were evaluated using a cut-off method, with a cut-off distance of 0.9 nm. Neighbors lists were updated every five steps. The structure of each solute was initially generated with Molden [94] and then optimized at the level of HF/6-13G* using Gaussian03 [95]. Partial charges on the atoms were obtained by fitting the gas phase electrostatic potential calculated at the HF/6-13G* level using RESP [96]. The solute molecule was initially solvated in a periodic 21.45 nm³ box. Initial velocities were assigned from a Maxwellian distribution at 300K. Cartesian coordinates were stored every 100 fs. For data acquisition in each solvent model, an initial 2 ns trajectory was generated. Then ten snapshots from this trajectory were chosen to initiate 10 independent 2 ns trajectories, of which the first 200 ps were disregarded for analysis. Values are reported after averaging over the 10 independent trajectories.
III. Portable DNP and Improved Hardware

A. Introduction

In this chapter we report two advances in improving Overhauser DNP signal enhancements. Using a custom built, high power microwave amplifier we were able to increase our measured $^1$H of water NMR signal enhancements, $E$, by nearly a factor of three. This microwave amplifier has become the standard equipment used in our lab for DNP experiments, and two similar systems have since been built in our lab. As both the microwave source and amplifiers are compact, we also developed a fully portable DNP system at 0.35 T. As portable NMR systems operate at low magnetic fields due to the limited field strength of small permanent magnets, so the sensitivity gain from DNP may be advantageous [97]. Also, a portable system has proved useful in applying DNP to imaging experiments developed in our lab [75]. Instead of dedicating an MRI instrument for use with DNP imaging experiments, the microwave equipment can be taken to a MRI facility for imaging experiments [98].

The main challenge in designing a portable DNP setup at 0.35 T is efficiently irradiating the electron spin resonant transition. Resonant cavities are preferred, but have a narrow bandwidth available for exciting the electron transition. In a fixed field permanent magnet, a resonant cavity will not have much flexibility since the field cannot be varied to match the resonance of the cavity. To overcome this difficulty, we employed two different techniques: (1) A commercial TE$_{102}$ cavity was modified with a movable wall, providing a tuning range of nearly 400 MHz for use in a fixed field permanent magnet. (2) A variable field Halbach permanent magnet was used to match
the magnetic field to the resonance of a commercial \( \text{TE}_{102} \) cavity. This last method resulted in larger signal enhancements, but at the time these experiments were performed a variable field Halbach magnet was not commercially available [20]. We characterize the DNP efficiency of our custom source under ideal conditions using a commercial resonator and sweepable electromagnet and compare these results to those obtained in our two portable setups. The field homogeneity of the variable Halbach magnet is characterized in the Materials and methods section.

**B. Results and Discussion**

*Characterization of high power microwave amplifier*

A circuit diagram of our microwave amplifier is shown in Fig 3.1. A yttrium-iron-garnet (YIG) oscillator outputs ~ 27.5 mW with a tunable frequency range of 8-10 GHz. After amplification by four solid state power amplifiers (SSPAs) in parallel, the output power is ~ 23 W. Two step attenuators allow the power to be varied from ~ 23 W to 370 mW. An EIP 548A frequency counter equipped with a power meter was used to measure the forward power after 30 dB of attenuation. However, this measurement is the power exiting the amplifier and not the actual power being delivered to the sample. The source was characterized by measuring the \(^1\text{H}\) of water NMR signal enhancements, with different nitroxide radical solutions (see Table 3.1). To estimate the power delivered the sample, DNP enhancements with our custom microwave amplifier were compared to those measured using a commercial Bruker EMX spectrometer that displays the power under leveled and matched conditions. For example, the measured \(^1\text{H}\) of water NMR signal enhancement for a sample of 4-oxo-
TEMPO dissolved in water with 126.9 mW of power from the commercial system was -23.5. The same enhancement was measured with 460 mW of forward power leaving the homebuilt amplifier. Thus only ~ ¼ of the input power was found to actually reach the sample. This is because the TE\(_{102}\) cavity was not matched while using the high power source due to damage caused to the iris of the cavity at powers nearing 20 W. Using a directional coupler, both the forward power leaving the amplifier and the reflected power returning from the sample were measured. The ratio of forward power to reflected power was found to be constant, so we conclude that an increase of 1 dB in forward power corresponds to a 1 dB increase in power reaching the sample.

**Figure 3.1.** Circuit diagram of the custom X-band amplifier. Output of the YIG synthesizer is sent through two step attenuators (0-9 dB each) to vary the power. The power is divided and passed through 4 amplifiers (SSPAs) in parallel. Isolators protect the SSPAs from reflected power. The power is combined and sent to an SMA output to be coupled to the load.

Dielectric absorption is known to be problematic at 10 GHz, and with watts of power being delivered to the sample significant heating is expected. To measure the extent of heating, a 1mm inner diameter pasteur pipette was loaded with water and placed in the resonator. A thermocouple was placed inside the pasteur pipette just
outside of the microwave region. The temperature was recorded as the microwave power was increased. As seen in Fig. 3.2, there is an immediate increase in sample temperature and severe heating at less than 1 W of power to the sample. However, by flowing air over the sample at 9 L/min this heating was greatly reduced with a small increase in sample temperature at 2.4 W. In a typical DNP experiment, our sample is loaded into a 0.6 or 0.7 mm inner diameter capillary. We therefore expect these measurements to be an upper limit on heating as a narrower sample should have a smaller \( E \) field component in the sample region resulting in less dielectric absorption and more efficient heat dissipation from the cooling air.

**Figure 3.2.** Sample temperature measured as a function of microwave power reaching the sample with (squares) and without (circles) cooling air. Cooling air greatly reduces heating such that at 2.4 W of power the sample temperature was only 25 \(^\circ\)C compared to 54 \(^\circ\)C without the use of cooling air.

Our initial DNP experiments were performed using a commercial Bruker EMX spectrometer (for EPR experiments) as our microwave source. The maximum output power of this source was only 200 mW, and it was clear from our DNP signal enhancements versus power measurements that our measured enhancements were far from what was theoretically possible. For example, in my initial work on the
saturation factor, the largest measured signal enhancement was only -55 for an 8 mM sample of $^{15}$N 4-oxo-Tempo dissolved in water [18]. However, at high concentrations of nitrooxide radicals where $E_{\text{max}} \approx 1 - \rho |\gamma_S|/\gamma_I$ (remember that $E_{\text{max}} = E(P \to \infty)$, Eq. 2.2), enhancements approaching -145 should be possible (using $\rho = 0.22$ found last chapter) for $^1$H of water with a nitrooxide radical. This was the primary motivation for developing a high power amplifier. Table 3.1 summarizes our results with the nitrooxide radicals 4-oxo-TEMPO and 4-amino-TEMPO as well as their $^{15}$N isotope enriched counterparts. Most importantly, with this new amplifier we measured signal enhancements greater than 100. At the time these results were submitted, this was the largest reported $^1$H DNP enhancements of water at 0.35 T [20].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Radical</th>
<th>Conc (mM)</th>
<th>ESR $\Delta B_{pp}$ (gauss)</th>
<th>Meas. E</th>
<th>$E_{\text{max}}$</th>
<th>cooling air</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$^{15}$N 4-oxo’</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>-131 ± 6</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{15}$N 4-oxo</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>-112 ± 4</td>
<td>-136 ± 8</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{14}$N 4-oxo</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1.57</td>
<td>-98 ± 3</td>
<td>-131 ± 8</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{15}$N 4-Amino</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>-94 ± 4</td>
<td>-127 ± 8</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{14}$N 4-Amino</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>2.33</td>
<td>-88 ± 3</td>
<td>-126 ± 6</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{15}$N 4-Amino</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>7.35</td>
<td>-72 ± 3</td>
<td>-121 ± 9</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{14}$N 4-Amino</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>7.72</td>
<td>-71 ± 3</td>
<td>-124 ± 10</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The derivative EPR linewidths are reported in the table because they provide a good measure of how easy a particular sample is to saturate. Previously we only measured an enhancement of -46 for 15 mM $^{15}$N 4-oxo-TEMPO with our 200 mW source [18]. For the same linewidth, we now measured an enhancement of -112 under conditions where we expect sample heating to be limited. This is almost a threefold
improvement in our DNP efficiency and the measured enhancement is nearing the predicted maximum for this sample. As the linewidth of the sample increases, our measured DNP enhancements decreased, but even for 100 mM radical concentrations large signal enhancements were measured. Also, the $E_{\text{max}}$ values for all samples are nearly identical. This again provides more evidence that $e^-$ spin exchange must be effectively mixing the electron hyperfine states as the $^{15}$N nitroxide sample would be expected to have ~ 50% larger signal enhancements in the absence of mixing of the hyperfine states due to having only two hyperfine lines instead of three.

It is interesting that our largest measured enhancement factor of -131 compared to room temperature thermal polarization was measured under conditions where significant sample heating is expected (6 W of power, and no cooling air). This effect can partially be explained by examining the expected changes of thermal polarization and $\rho$ with increasing temperature. An increase in temperature from 20 to 60° C (Fig. 3.2) corresponds to a loss of thermal polarization of about 17%. The increase in temperature also causes a decrease in the viscosity of water by approximately 50% [99]. We can use this change in solvent viscosity to estimate the change in $\rho$ using the FFHS model; the result giving $\rho \sim 0.3$. This increase in $\rho$ more than offsets the loss in thermal polarization, and thus results in a larger measured signal enhancement. It should be pointed out that this is not a general result and is specific to this case. Since both $f$ and $s_{\text{max}}$ are both close to 1 and changing slowly at 15 mM nitroxide concentration, I have ignored any changes in these parameters. However, with heating $f$ is expected to change (Eq. 1.15) and $s_{\text{max}}$ will increase due to more rapid $e^-$ spin
exchange caused by more frequent collisions (Eq. 2.4 and Fig. 2.2). Additionally, the increased $e^-$ spin exchange rate causes a broadening of the EPR line (Eq. 2.10) which can result in lower measured enhancements as discussed above. Therefore, the changes in $\rho, f, s$, and thermal polarization will have competing effects and the change in measured DNP enhancement will be highly sample and frequency dependent.

*Portable DNP*

Our custom microwave source not only outputs high power for efficient DNP enhancements, but is also very compact. The YIG synthesizer, 10 MHz reference, SSPAs, power supplies, and resonator all easily fit on a table top (Fig 3.3). The large electromagnet was replaced by two different types of permanent magnets. One is a fixed field, commercially available, permanent magnet with a 35 mm gap with $B_0$ normal to the pole surface (Fig 3.3). The second is a field adjustable Halbach magnet [100-102] with a 100 mm cylindrical bore and $B_0$ perpendicular to the cylindrical axis. This magnet was not commercially available at the time of development. Another possible solution would be to add resistive coils to the fixed field permanent magnet. This has the disadvantage of the coils causing a field drift by heating the permanent magnet.

Our commercial TE$_{102}$ resonant cavity was modified to make it tunable for use in a fixed field permanent magnet. This was done by making the length of the long axis of the cavity variable with an adjustable wall. A spring was placed between a movable wall and a fixed plate attached to the cavity. A screw was used to vary the
position of the movable wall, thus varying the length of the resonator and its frequency. The DNP efficiency of the modified cavity was tested by placing it in an electromagnet so the field could be accurately adjusted to match the resonance frequency. The resonance frequency of the cavity was monitored with a Bruker EMX spectrometer and EIP frequency counter. The YIG synthesizer was then set to the resonant frequency, coupled to the cavity, and the DNP enhancements were measured. Significant $^1$H DNP enhancements of water were measured with $^{15}$N 4-oxo-TEMPO for a frequency range of 9528.5—9902.5 MHz, corresponding to a change in magnetic field of 3389—3352 Gauss as seen in Fig 3.4. At 9528.5 MHz, there is a sudden drop in the signal enhancement that is likely caused by poor alignment of the adjustable wall as the mechanical limit of the wall position was reached. The largest recorded enhancement of -98 was smaller than the measured enhancement of -112 using an unmodified commercial cavity. We attribute this...
decrease to a lower loaded Q of ~ 1400 in our modified cavity while the unmodified commercial resonator had a loaded Q of ~ 2200.

**Figure 3.4.** Enhancement vs. frequency for our adjustable cavity with a sample of 4-oxo-TEMPO in solution (circles). An electromagnet was used so the field can be precisely adjusted to match the electron spin resonance condition. The square point represents the enhancement in the unmodified commercial cavity.

The tunable cavity was placed inside our portable, fixed field permanent magnet to evaluate its performance on the same 15 mM, $^{15}$N 4-oxo-TEMPO solution. The $^1$H NMR frequency was first measured and used to calculate the electron spin frequency. After setting the YIG to this frequency, the $^1$H DNP enhancements were then measured while adjusting the position of the movable wall to bring the cavity into resonance. The largest measured enhancement was -65 and is about 25% less than -86 measured signal enhancement in the electromagnet at the same frequency. We believe the decrease in signal enhancement is primarily due to the difficulty in precisely adjusting the resonance of the cavity to match the electron Larmor frequency. An improved design, such as allowing for more fine adjustments of the moveable wall should increase the DNP efficiency of the portable setup. However, an enhancement
of -65 is still quite significant and this setup has been transported to other labs on campus for demonstration purposes.

As an alternative to the fixed permanent magnet and adjustable cavity, we employed a commercial TE\textsubscript{102} resonator in a field adjustable Halbach magnet (Fig. 3.5). As before, the resonance of the cavity was determined with a Bruker EMX spectrometer and EIP frequency counter. While the resonant frequency of the cavity depends on the NMR probe and sample, it was found to be repeatable as long as the probe, sample size, and sample position was not changed. Thus, once optimized the EMX spectrometer and frequency counter are not necessary so the setup can be portable. An SMA to waveguide adapter was used to couple the microwaves into the resonator, but this setup barely fit into the 100 mm bore of the Halbach magnet. This caused the sample to be placed off the center axis of the magnet where the field is less homogeneous by about a factor of 20 (see Materials and Methods section at the end of this chapter). We again determined the efficiency of this portable setup by measuring the DNP enhancement using 15 mM $^{15}$N 4-oxo-TEMPO dissolved in water. The magnetic field was adjusted so the electron spin Larmor frequency matched the resonant frequency of the cavity. This was done by measuring the $^1$H NMR frequency as the field was adjusted. A $^1$H enhancement of water of -80 was measured. This is lower than the -112 enhancement measured in the electromagnet and is likely due to significant broadening of the EPR line by the inhomogeneous magnetic field. Further work has been carried out to improve DNP efficiency in
inhomogeneous magnetic fields by adding small shim coils to the outside the cavity [98].

**Figure 3.5.** Function and design of the Halbach permanent magnet for DNP: a to c) rotation of the nested rings. a) both rings parallel ($\theta = 0^\circ$), b) perpendicular ($\theta = 90^\circ$) and c) antiparallel ($\theta = 180^\circ$). The vectors illustrate the vector addition of the fields. The center of the inner ring shows a simulation of the resulting field with field lines and gray shaded to illustrate direction and strength of the resulting field. d) photograph of the magnet.

C. Conclusion

This chapter described our efforts to improve the hardware for DNP experiments. In our initial work, a Bruker EMX EPR spectrometer was used as a microwave source. This source had a maximum power output of only 200 mW. The measured enhancement with 15 mM $^{15}$N 4-oxo-TEMPO dissolved in water was only $-46$ while the predicted maximum enhancement was close to $-130$. Our custom built, high
power microwave source resulted in a measured enhancement of -112 for this sample, approaching the theoretical maximum. Further, as our microwave source and amplifier is compact, we developed two portable systems. Using a fixed field permanent magnet and a tunable cavity, we achieved a DNP signal enhancement of -65 using the same $^{15}$N 4-oxo-TEMPO sample. Replacing the fixed field magnet with a variable field Halbach magnet and using a commercial resonator, an enhancement factor of -80 was measured. While neither portable system performed as well as the large electromagnet, improvements in cavity design should improve performance.

D. Materials and Methods

Sample Preparation

The free radicals 4-oxo-TEMPO and 4-amino-2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-1-piperidinyloxy (4-amino-TEMPO) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Isotope enriched $^{15}$N labeled 4-oxo-TEMPO was purchased from Cambridge Isotope Laboratories. $^{15}$N labeled ammonia and D$_6$-acetone were also purchased from Cambridge Isotope Laboratories and used to synthesize $^{15}$N labeled 4-Amino-TEMPO following previously published procedures [74]. 4-Amino-Tempo was dissolved directly into de-ionized water while 4-oxo-TEMPO was initially dissolved at a high concentration into DMSO and then diluted into de-ionized water, the final solution containing no more than 5% DMSO by volume. Volumes of approximately 5 $\mu$L were loaded into 0.7 mm inner diameter silica capillaries and sealed with beeswax and used for both ESR and NMR measurements.
DNP and EPR measurements

ESR experiments were performed at 0.35 T in an field adjustable electromagnet (0—1.5 T) using a Bruker TE₁₀₂ rectangular resonant cavity operating at 9.8 GHz and a Bruker EMX spectrometer. A home built NMR probe for 14.85 MHz ¹H detection was inserted into the microwave cavity under tuned and matched conditions. The NMR experiments were carried out with a Bruker Avance 300 spectrometer when using the electromagnet and Kea NMR spectrometer (Magritek Limited, Wellington, New Zealand) was used with the portable magnets. DNP experiments were preformed while continuously irradiating the sample at ~ 9.8 GHz using our custom built microwave amplifier. The frequency source is a phase-locked YIG synthesizer (Microlambda Wireless) with 27.5 mW output, tunable between 8-10 GHz with an f accuracy of 100 Hz. The microwave output is sent through two step attenuators (Narda), split with Wilkinson power dividers (Minicircuits), directed through four solid state power amplifiers (Advanced Microwave Inc.) in parallel, protected against reflected power using coaxial isolators with at least 25 dB protection (UTE Microwave Inc), recombined again with a Wilkinson power combiner (MIDISCO), and directed into an SMA output with a measured output power of 23 W. A circuit diagram of this transmission device is shown in Fig. 3.1. The YIG oscillator requires a 10 MHz reference frequency input along with two voltage sources (5V, 0A and 15V, 0.34A) and a computer for adjusting the frequency via a parallel interface, with the supplied program (Microlambda Wireless). For these purposes, we employed an Instek PST-3201 triple output power supply and a Stanford Research Systems SC-10
as a 10 MHz reference source. A SMA to waveguide connector is used to couple the microwave output to the Bruker TE\textsubscript{102} cavity. The precise frequency for setting the YIG oscillator can be found by monitoring the DNP enhancement while adjusting the frequency or by monitoring the frequency at which the TE\textsubscript{102} cavity resonates when coupled to the Bruker X-band bridge (ER 041 MR; a Gunn diode source) using a frequency counter. This resonance frequency is accurately reproducible when using the same sample holder and NMR coil, but can vary significantly if either of these conditions is changed. For experiments using the fixed field magnet portable DNP setup, a 0.3487 Tesla (at 22.5\degree C with temperature variance of \(~\)0.025%/\degree C) permanent magnet was purchased from Aster Enterprises, Inc. This magnet is relatively small in size and has a 35 mm gap to comfortably place the X-band microwave equipment.

For our portable DNP setup with a variable magnetic field, the custom built permanent magnet consists of two Halbach dipoles [100] realized by 2 nested MANDHALA rings [102] that can be turned relative to each other in order to change the resulting magnetic field manually [101]. The inner ring (ID 100 mm, OD 156 mm) is a stack of 8 layers each made from 16 octagonal permanent magnets (dimensions 24 \times 24 \times 22.2 mm) while the outer ring (ID 158 mm, OD 224 mm) consists of 6 layers of 24 quadratic permanent magnets (dimensions 18.6 \times 18.6 \times 32.1 mm). The principal design is shown in Fig. 3.5. All layers in both rings have individual distances optimized for maximal homogeneity using BEM software (AMPERES, Integrated Engineering Software, Winnipeg, Canada). Each layer
consists of an aluminum support with sockets to house the FeNdB magnets (Magnetic Component Engineering, Luton, UK) with a maximum energy product of 48.2 MGOe and a remanence of $B_r = 1.408$ T. Free rotation of the rings is assured by a ball-bearing at each end. The final magnet has a height of 230 mm of and a weight of ca. 70 lbs. As shown in Fig. 3.5, the resulting effective magnetic field, $B_e$, is the vector sum of the fields of the inner ring, $B_i$, and the outer ring, $B_0$. If the two rings are oriented at an angle, $\theta$, the field is:

$$B_e = \sqrt{B_i^2 + B_0^2 + 2B_iB_0\cos\theta} \quad (3.1)$$

With $B_i \approx 0.3$ T and $B_0 \approx 0.15$ T the field can be varied from approximately 0.15 T at $\theta = 180^\circ$ to 0.45 T at $\theta = 0^\circ$. For X-Band DNP experiments with $B_e \approx 0.35$ T, $\theta = 84^\circ$. The homogeneity in the center of the magnet was determined by NMR to be better than 20 ppm over 5 mm diameter spherical volume at this field. DNP measurements were carried out 20 mm off center due to the size of the cavity with a field-homogeneity of ~ 400 ppm.
IV. Site Specific Hydration Dynamics of Apomyoglobin

A. Introduction

In the previous two chapters we developed a new theory for the saturation factor necessary for spin labeled biomolecules and improved our DNP efficiency with a custom microwave amplifier. In this chapter we apply Overhauser DNP to answer a question of biological relevance: is the hydrophobic core of a protein folding intermediate hydrated?

It is well appreciated that the hydrophobic effect is one of the dominant forces in protein folding [103-106]. However, the virtual absence of experimental evidence regarding the location and dynamics of disordered water has severely limited a quantitative assessment of the role of hydrophobic interactions to protein folding. Many proteins are known to fold via a rapid collapse of a hydrophobic core, followed by a slower search for the native state. The initial collapsed state is often identifiable as a discrete kinetic intermediate, and typically fits the description of a molten globule (MG). The exact nature of a MG is elusive as they are often unstable and lack significant structure. Generally however, a MG is compact, highly dynamic, and lacks a significant fraction of the native secondary structure. Whether MG folding intermediates bear a hydrated (i.e., wet) or dry nonpolar core, or whether any core-associated water is dynamic or motionally confined are current subjects of intense debate [107-112]. Experimental evidence on the nature of water interacting with the protein core is sorely needed given its fundamental relevance to the molecular nature of the hydrophobic effect and the putative mechanistic role of core-water extrusion in
protein folding. More generally, hydration water—defined as water whose dynamics are perturbed by the surface and extending up to 3 water layers—is increasingly recognized to play a direct role in equilibrium protein dynamics [44, 113], thus regulating protein function, activity, and binding events, in addition to folding. There is also disagreement on the timescale, nature, and role of this water [15; 16; 114-116], but experimental reports are lagging behind theoretical predictions. In order to obtain clarity on these fundamental questions, new techniques and more experimental studies are needed.

The experimental challenge is that hydration water of dilute protein solutions is difficult to detect since it has a spectroscopic signature largely indistinguishable from the more highly populated bulk water. Additionally, the landscape of protein hydration dynamics is extremely heterogeneous on the temporal (e.g. bound versus disordered water) as well as spatial (residue to domain) scale, requiring tools that can access hydration dynamics within a well defined timescale of interest as well as with site-specific resolution. Despite the availability of a number of techniques to study protein hydration water, including nuclear magnetic resonance relaxation dispersion [117-120], quasi-elastic neutron scattering [44; 121-123], inelastic neutron scattering [115, 124, 125], microwave dielectric spectroscopy [126, 127] and terahertz absorption spectroscopy [128], only femtosecond fluorescence spectroscopy [15, 16, 129-131] on (natural and substituted) tryptophan residues has been reported to map out protein hydration dynamics with site specificity.
In this chapter we apply the Overhauser DNP technique developed in the first three chapters of this dissertation to probe, with site-specific resolution, the translational dynamics of hydration water interacting with sperm whale apomyoglobin (apoMb) in its native (N-state), pH-unfolded (U-state), and MG states. The Overhauser DNP approach overcomes the above mentioned experimental challenges by amplifying the $^1$H NMR signal of water within ~10 Å around protein residues labeled with nitrooxide radical spin labels [17]. As discussed in chapters one and two, the size of the signal enhancement at 0.35 T is sensitive to the translational (or rotational) dynamics of hydration water with correlation times between 10-500 ps. Also, as the same nitrooxide spin label employed for DNP is used electron EPR, we conducted EPR measurements to gain information on the local environment, packing, and protein backbone dynamics around the spin label.

Apomyoglobin (apoMb; the prefix apo indicates the heme normally present as part of the structure is missing) is an eight $\alpha$-helix globular protein that offers a unique chance to study the role of hydration water in protein folding since it populates a stable MG intermediate at ~ pH 4.1. While this species is clearly distinct from the apoMb kinetic folding intermediate, they have been shown to share key structural features [108, 132-136]. There exist several literature reports that investigate hydration dynamics in apoMb [44, 107, 117], but only time resolved femto-second fluorescence spectroscopy has reported water dynamics with site specific resolution [15, 16]. Figure 4.1 shows the native structure of apoMb and the sites chosen for site directed spin labeling (SDSL) with the nitrooxide spin label.
denoted R1 [14]. Three sites belonging to the H-helix, M131, F138, and I142, participate in the ABGH structural core populated in both the kinetic and MG folding intermediates. Site M131 is among the most protected sites in hydrogen/deuterium (H/D) exchange studies [137, 138] and is known to participate in nonspecific nonpolar interactions in equilibrium MG [139]. Two surface positions, E41 (C-helix) and V66 (E-helix), were also chosen as probes for hydration water on the protein exterior. We conclude that the MG state has a wet core with hydration dynamics intermediate between that of the native and the pH-unfolded states.

**Figure 4.1.** (a) Three-dimensional structure of native sperm whale myoglobin (PDB: 1mbc [140]). The solvent-exposed (E41C, V66C) and buried (M131C, F138C, I142C) mutation sites are highlighted in color. The image was created in PyMOL [70]. (B) Three-dimensional molecular surface representation of native myoglobin. This work focuses on apoMb so the heme group was omitted. This orientation enables visualizing solvent-exposed sites E41C and V66, and buried site F138 site, which faces the interior of the heme pocket.

### B. Results and Discussion

**Effect of Spin Label on apoMb Structure**

Introduction of a cystine point mutation and nitroxide spin label in each of the 5 apoMb single-variant species studied here is minimally pertubative and does not have a significant effect on the three-dimensional structure of the protein. This is illustrated
by the far-UV circular dichroism (CD) spectra of the five point mutations compared to the native wild type shown in Fig. 4.2. The five mutated species all have very similar CD spectra, showing the amount of \( \alpha \)-helix formation in the mutants is near that of native apoMb. In addition, equilibrium pH titrations show that both the population of the MG intermediate at pH 4.1 and the pH dependence of apoMb unfolding is preserved in the mutants. Our previous molecular dynamics simulations with nitrooxide radicals discussed in chapter 2 also showed the diffusion of water near the nitrooxide radical to be very similar to that of bulk water [141]. Thus, we expect the dynamics of water near the spin probe of the five spin labeled mutants to be similar to those of native apoMb.

**Figure 4.2.** Far-UV circular dichroism spectra of wild type (●) and nitrooxide-labeled (▼, ◊, ▲, ○, Δ) apoMb variants. Lyophilized protein samples (final concentration: 10-12 \( \mu \)M) were dissolved in 10 mM sodium acetate at pH 6.1 followed by pH readjustment to 6.1. Data were collected at room temperature. The spectra shown in the figure represent the average of three independent experiments.
Hydrophobic Core

$^1$H DNP and $T_1$ measurements of water were used to determine the DNP coupling factor, $\rho$ (Eq. 1.6). To estimate the timescale modulating the dipolar coupling we use the FFHS model discussed in chapters one and two. Although this is only an approximation, the trends displayed are general characteristics, i.e., $\rho$ (which does not depend on a diffusion model) decreases with slower dynamics. The estimated values of $\tau_t$ for the different mutants in the N-, MG-, and U-state are shown in Fig. 4.3 and the corresponding $\rho$ values are listed in Table 4.1. Clear differences are seen in $\tau_t$ among the chosen sites in the N-state. All the residues in the hydrophobic core display much slower dynamics than the exterior sites, implying the dipolar coupling is modulated on a slower timescale. From the viewpoint of the FFHS model, this could be due to a smaller diffusion coefficient of water near the radical, $D_1$ (Eq. 1.13; since $D_S << D_1$ for spin labeled molecules it can be ignored) or a larger distance of closest approach between the radical’s $e^-$ spin and $^1$H nuclear spin of water, $d$. If the former is true, diffusion of water inside the protein core is not likely to be well approximated by the FFHS model, but the observed trends are still valid. Following the distinct differences in $\rho$, it is clear that interactions of water with the hydrophobic core occur on a much slower timescale than that of the solvent exposed sites, as expected. The values of the leakage factor, $f$, are also shown in Table 4.1. As discussed in chapter one (see Eq. 1.15 and Fig. 1.6), an increase in $\tau_\varepsilon$, accompanied by an increase in $f$ (for the same spin label concentration) is consistent with slower diffusion of nearby water. However, an increase in $\tau_t$ paired with a decrease in $f$ is
consistent with a larger $d$. These are again general trends and not just true for the FFHS model, but are not necessarily the only possibilities as we discuss below. The value of $f$ for the N-state of F138R1 is small compared to the other interior sites; hence we believe the slow $\tau_e$ for this residue is due to remote water on the surface of the protein, and not due to slowly diffusing water near the spin label. This is confirmed by our EPR results discussed below. Residues M131R1 and I142R1 have larger values of $f$, but quantitative EPR analysis were necessary to make a final determination to the cause of the observed larger $\tau_e$.

**Figure 3.** Plot of $\tau_e$ in the N-state (pH 6.1), MG-state (pH 4.1), and U-state (pH 2.2) for the different mutants studied. The FFHS model was used to estimate $\tau_e$ from $\rho$. Note that the inset has a different scale. Lines are to help guide the eye.

The N-state EPR spectra of M131R1 and F138R1 shown in Fig. 4.4 display one highly immobile component and are consistent with tight packing of the side chains, suggesting there is no water in the immediate vicinity of these sites (technically there is a mobile component of these spectra as well, but this is due to a small amount of free label or unfolded protein and will be ignored). Additionally, frozen EPR spectra
(Fig 4.5) were taken for the purpose of determining the strength of the hyperfine $A_{zz}$ interaction (listed in Table 4.1) since this parameter is sensitive to local polarity [49-51]. The N-states of M131R1 and F138R1 display the two smallest $A_{zz}$ values, indicating the spin labels occupy nonpolar environments. These two sites have

**Table 4.1.** DNP results and the best fit values of microscopic order, macroscopic disorder fits of the EPR data. $\%i$ and $\%m$ are the % of the immobile and mobile component from the EPR fits respectively and $\tau_i$ and $\tau_m$ are the rotational correlation times of the $i$ and $m$ components. The $m$ component of M131R1 and F138R1 in the N-state both show a small amount of free spin label or unfolded protein. Sample concentrations are ~ 200 $\mu$M.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>$f$</th>
<th>$\rho \times 10^2$</th>
<th>$E_{max}$</th>
<th>$\tau_i$ (ps)</th>
<th>$\tau_m$ (ps)</th>
<th>$%i$</th>
<th>$\tau_i$ (ns)</th>
<th>$%m$</th>
<th>$\tau_m$ (ns)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Free Tempo</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>-5.3</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M131R1-N</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>2570</td>
<td>34.90</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>18.7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M131R1-MG</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>-6.8</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>35.10</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>18.7</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M131R1-U</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>-10.1</td>
<td>219</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F138R1-N</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>908</td>
<td>34.38</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>14.0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F138R1-MG</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>-2.5</td>
<td>351</td>
<td>35.38</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>14.0</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F138R1-U</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>10.1</td>
<td>-6.3</td>
<td>178</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I142R1-N</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>-2.8</td>
<td>642</td>
<td>35.40</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I142R1-MG</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>-6.7</td>
<td>340</td>
<td>35.40</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>12.7</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I142R1-U</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>-11.5</td>
<td>196</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E41R1-N</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>-13.4</td>
<td>193</td>
<td>36.40</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E41R1-MG</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>-10.0</td>
<td>309</td>
<td>35.74</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E41R1-U</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>-8.4</td>
<td>213</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V66R1-N</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>-3.1</td>
<td>298</td>
<td>36.22</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V66R1-MG</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>-4.5</td>
<td>298</td>
<td>36.13</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V66R1-U</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>-7.7</td>
<td>169</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

previously been found to have high protection factors from H/D exchange [137].

These results all point to the existence of a ‘dry’ hydrophobic core in the N-state of apoMb, implying the large values of $\tau_t$ for these residues is due to a larger $d$ compared to the surface sites. However, a significantly larger $f$ was measured for M131R1 compared to F138R1, pointing towards an interesting characteristic of M131R1, namely the possibility of bound water in the neighborhood of M131R1. It is
well appreciated that the contribution of a few bound water molecules (located in the protein interior or exterior) rotating with the global protein motion can contribute significantly to the overall relaxation rate [45, 47]. If a bound water molecule is near

Figure 4.4. Experimental EPR spectra (solid black lines) of the mutants studied in the N- and MG-state taken at X-band and 295 K. The dashed red lines are the fits to the data. The i and m indicate where changes in the immobile and mobile component are most visible. Note that the N-state spectrum of V66R1 is one component with resolved $A_i$ and $A_m$ components. EPR spectra were taken with Ficoll 70 added to prevent global protein motion from contributing to the spectra.
Figure 4.5. EPR taken at 223 K for accurate determination of $A_{zz}$. Larger values of $A_{zz}$ indicate the spin probe is in a more polar environment.

an unpaired electron, the dipolar relaxation enhancement would be quite large. This extra relaxation would compete with the DNP effect, lowering $\rho$ and increasing $f$, but the effect falls off with $1/r^6$ (Eq. 1.17b). Given the hydrophobic $A_{zz}$ value and immobile EPR spectrum for M131R1, it is unlikely that the spin label is hydrated. Thus, we conclude that both M131R1 and F138R1 are ‘dry’ in the N-state and the
large differences in DNP parameters are due to the presence of bound water near M131R1.

**Figure 4.6.** Ribbon diagram of holo-myoglobin showing the position of the native isoleucine 142 in the holo-protein (PDB: 2MBW).

Among the buried sites in the native state, I142R1 has the smallest $\tau_t$ (fastest dynamics), largest $A_{zz}$ value (highest polarity), and displays a two component EPR spectrum with a mobile and immobile component (Fig. 4.4). This second, mobile component is not observed for residues M131R1 and F138R1. Both NMR and EPR data have shown that the F-helix is in conformational exchange between a partially unfolded and folded structure resulting from the absence of the heme in the apo-protein [14, 21]. As shown in Fig. 4.6, I142R1 is packed against the F-helix in the holo-protein (i.e. myoglobin, not apoMb). We believe the two component EPR spectrum arises from a change in packing against the F-helix as it undergoes conformational exchange. These results taken with the DNP data imply I142R1 is partially hydrated, unlike M131R1 and F138R1. We therefore interpret the values of $\tau_t$ and $f$ in terms of water dynamics, where the large values compared to the surface
sites imply a slow apparent diffusion coefficient for the hydration water instead of a larger $d$.

In the MG-state, all three buried sites have a two component EPR spectrum with an immobile component of ~ 60% and a mobile component contributing ~ 40% (Table 4.1). The more mobile spectra for M131R1 and F138R1 in the MG compared to the N-state suggest reduced packing of the side chains. Also, a measured increase in $A_{\alpha\eta}$ for F138R1, indicates this side chain is in a more polar environment in the MG-state than in the N-state. This is not unexpected as the A, B, G, and H helices making up the hydrophobic core are known to be mostly formed in the MG, but with some fraying at the ends [21] along with a decrease of H/D protection factors for all buried sites [137]. Taken together, these results point towards the hydrophobic core of apoMb being hydrated in the MG-state. This is consistent with the DNP measurements that display dynamic water with $\tau_\alpha$ ~350-450 ps for the buried sites in the MG state. Yet, the $\tau_\alpha$ values for the buried sites in the MG-state are still larger than those of the exterior sites ($\tau_\alpha$ ~ 300 ps), consistent with the picture of a ‘looser’ hydrophobic core that is largely, but not completely formed.

While both the $\tau_\alpha$ and $f$ values of all interior sites significantly decrease in the MG compared to the N state, M131R1 again displays the largest $\tau_\alpha$ and $f$ values, and most immobile EPR spectrum. This could be due to the motion of water near M131R1 being more restricted compared to F138R1 and I142R1. It is also possible, that bound water continues to play a role in the MG-state (as assumed to be the case in the N-state), although to a lesser extent due to the more dynamic nature of the MG. It is
interesting that the EPR spectrum for I142R1 in the MG-state is similar to the N-state, while the DNP results show a significant decrease in $\tau_t$ and $f$, implying faster water dynamics near in the MG-state for this residue. This shows that hydration dynamics around protein residues can be distinctly different, while the local protein dynamics are similar. Lastly, it is important to note that the estimated $\tau_t$ of 350-450 ps represents a weighted average between the different conformations that the MG state is probing, as presented by the two EPR components.

**Solvent Exposed Residues**

The large differences in $\tau_t$ observed between the buried sites versus those exposed to the solvent (E41R1 and V66R1) in the folded state confirm that water is able to more freely diffuse on the exterior of the protein. The observation of heterogeneous surface hydration dynamics, especially in the N state, emphasizes the importance of employing site-specific probes as the charge, polarity and local topology may all contribute to variations of local water dynamics [15, 16, 142]. The N-state values for $\tau_t$ of 190 and 300 ps for E41R1 and V66R1 respectively are about 2-4 times slower than our measured $\tau_t$ of 76 ps for bulk water [19]. This is in agreement with previous results that found surface hydration water is slowed by a factor of 2-4 compared to bulk water [44, 45, 117, 123, 142]. The EPR spectrum for both surface sites also display much higher mobility compared to the buried sites, as expected (Fig. 4.4 and Table 4.1).

A dramatic increase in $\tau_t$ is observed for E41R1 in the MG-state compared to the N-state, which is an unexpected result. The EPR spectrum of E41R1 in the MG- as
well as in the N-state has two components, but the mobility of the side chain is reduced in the MG-state. The $A_{zz}$ value of E41R1 also decreases, suggesting reduced polarity at this site in the MG- compared to the N-state. We propose the decreased mobility, polarity, and the increase in $\tau_e$ and $f$ are due to the MG sampling non-native conformations in which E41R1 gets partially buried in more hydrophobic regions. This is consistent with NMR data on apoMb that implied stabilization of the C-helix was due to packing against the hydrophobic core, although this region undergoes considerable conformational averaging [21]. A previous study using time resolved fluorescence spectroscopy also mapped out hydration dynamics around site E41, but found faster hydration dynamics in the MG- compared to the N-state for this residue [16]. This study also found that the hydration dynamics of E41 were similar to those of buried sites—a trend clearly not observed with DNP nor generally expected. As mentioned for MG interior sites, our DNP results report on hydration dynamics averaged over different confirmations. It is possible that tryptophan fluorescence spectroscopy is not equally sensitive to conformations with distinctly different exposure to water, which may explain the conflicting observations.

The DNP results for V66R1 in the MG-state are very similar to that of the N-state, but the EPR spectrum is quite different and now presents two components. The two component spectrum is likely due to conformational averaging in the E-helix as previously reported [21]. The $A_{zz}$ value for V66R1 does not change much in the MG compared to the N-state, suggesting the polarity of the local environment remains similarly high. Although the backbone dynamics around 66R1 differ significantly
between the N and MG-state, the DNP results suggest the dynamics of hydration water is similarly fast between the two states. However, it is possible that the hydration dynamics of the two conformations of the MG-state differ significantly and their weighted average coincidentally happens to be the same as the N-state. Given that the N-state is already hydrated with dynamic water, we consider this scenario unlikely.

**Acid Unfolded State**

All residues studied display characteristics of full solvent exposure with $\tau_t$ between 169-219 ps in the U-state and mobile single component EPR spectra. The dispersion in $\tau_t$ is much smaller than observed in the MG and N-states, but small differences are still observed. The dramatic decrease in the dispersion of $\tau_t$ suggest that the local topology, charge, hydrophobicity, and polarity upon formation of the secondary or tertiary structure is a stronger determinant of local hydration dynamics than the characteristics of the primary protein sequence. The small dispersion that persists in the U-state may arise from non-negligible polar or charge effects in the primary amino acid sequence, or from some remaining helical structure known to persist in the U-state [21].

**C. Conclusion**

We find the hydration dynamics of the native state of apomyoglobin to be vastly heterogeneous, with clear differences observed for each site investigated. In the N-state, the interior residue I142R1 directly interacts with dynamic water, but on a much slower timescale than the solvent exposed residues. This is likely due the disordered
F-helix of the apo-protein, while the interior residues, M131R1 and F138R1 display characteristics of a ‘dry’ hydrophobic core. The two surface sites, E41R1 and V66R1, in the N state both display fast hydration dynamics that are only 2-4 times slower than bulk water dynamics. The EPR spectra of the molten globule agree with previous studies showing the H-helix is mostly formed. However, all sites studied show two component EPR spectra with a more mobile conformation, suggesting reduced packing of the side chains and some conformational averaging. The DNP experiments found significantly faster hydration dynamics for the buried sites in the MG-state compared to the N-state. Taking the DNP and EPR observations together, we conclude that the interior of the molten globule is hydrated with dynamic water. Still, the hydration dynamics of these buried sites are measurably slower than the surface sites in the MG-state. A peculiar observation was made for, E41R1, which displayed greatly slowed dynamics compared to the N-state; in contrast to a previous study [16]. We attribute this slowing down to the protein side chain sampling non-native conformations in which the spin label becomes somewhat buried in the MG state. The large dispersion for \( \tau_e \) observed in the N-state is reduced in the MG-state, and further reduced in the acid unfolded state, implying that the local topology determined by the protein structure significantly impacts the hydration dynamics landscape and amino acid sequence specific effect play a secondary role.
D. Materials and Methods

Protein expression, purification and general characterization.

A modified pET-17b vector (Novagen, Madison, WI) carrying the gene for wild type sperm whale myoglobin was a generous gift from Steven Boxer (Stanford University, CA). Five mutagenic plasmid DNAs, each carrying one of the apoMb cysteine (Cys) point mutations E41C, V66C, M131C, F138C and I142C were generated via the QuickChange kit (Stratagene, La Jolla, CA), as described [14]. Each plasmid was transformed into E. coli BL21 DE3 cells (Novagen, Madison, WI). In vivo protein expression was carried out in LB medium at 37˚C. ApoMb overexpression was induced upon addition of isopropyl-β-D-thiogalactopyranoside (1 mM) at OD<sub>600</sub> = 0.8. Cells were harvested at OD<sub>600</sub> ≈ 1.8. Cell lysis, inclusion body resuspension and HPLC purification were performed according to published procedures [143, 144]. Protein purity and identity were verified by reverse phase analytical HPLC and either electrospray ionization or MALDI mass spectrometry.

Generation of nitroxide-labeled apoMb.

Lyophilized apoMb was solubilized in 6 M urea and 10 mM sodium acetate at pH 6.1 for 30 min at 4˚C. For mutants carrying surface Cys (E41C and V66C), the solubilized protein was diluted seven-fold in 10 mM sodium acetate at pH 6.1. A 10-fold molar excess of 1-oxyl-2,2,5,5-tetramethyl-Δ3-pyrroline-3-methyl methanethiosulfonate (MTSL, R1; Toronto Research Chemicals, North York, Ontario) was added under gentle stirring at 4˚C. For mutants carrying buried Cys, (M131C, F138C and I142C) the solubilized protein was diluted 2.1-fold with 10 mM
sodium acetate at pH 6.1 to a final 2.8 M urea concentration before rapid addition of a 10-fold molar excess of MTSL under stirring at 4°C. Both reactions were allowed to proceed for 18 hrs at 4°C. The reaction mixture for the mutants carrying the buried Cys was diluted 3.3-fold with 10 mM sodium acetate at pH 6.1 and incubated for 30 min at 4°C under gentle stirring, to promote refolding. After the above treatment, each protein solution was dialyzed extensively against 10 mM sodium acetate at pH 6.1 at 4°C to eliminate urea and excess MTSL. Spin-labeled protein solutions were then independently concentrated with an Amicon Ultra device (3,000 MWCO; Millipore, Billerica, MA) and flash-frozen in separate aliquots. Protein concentrations were assessed by absorption spectroscopy ($\varepsilon_{280} = 15,200 \text{ cm}^{-1}\text{M}^{-1}$). Labeling efficiencies were assessed by reverse phase analytical HPLC on a C18 column (Grace, Deerfield). Labeling efficiencies for the E41R1 and V66R1 mutants were >95%, and labeling efficiencies for the M131R1, F138R1 and I142R1 mutants varied between 61 and 90%. Successful apoMb spin labeling was confirmed by electrospray ionization or MALDI mass spectrometry and electron spin resonance.

Sample preparation for DNP measurements

In preparation for DNP experiments, frozen sample aliquots were thawed in an ice bath and kept cold until ready for DNP data collection. The pH of the samples was adjusted using 0.1 M HCl or NaOH for the pH 4.1 and 6.1 samples and 1 M HCl was used to decrease the pH to 2.2 for the unfolded samples. Samples were then passed through a Sephadex G-25 column to remove any aggregated species [134]. Prior to loading the sample on the spin column, the column was equilibrated by repeated
washes with buffer at the sample pH as the sample. The concentration of protein was
checked after the spin column by measuring the absorbance at 280 nm. Samples were
slightly more dilute after the spin column with typical concentrations of ∼ 200 µM.

*Far-UV circular dichroism (CD): spectral data collection*

Far-UV CD experiments were carried out at equilibrium on a MOS-450
spectropolarimeter (Bio-Logic Science Instruments, Claix, France) with a 1 mm
pathlength cuvette (Hellma, Müllheim, Germany). CD scans were performed at room
temperature in 1 nm steps, with 20 s signal averaging per step. Mean residue
ellipticity (MRE; deg cm² dmol⁻¹) was determined according to the relation $MRE =
\frac{\theta}{10CN_Al}$ where $\theta$ denotes the experimental ellipticity (in mdeg), C is the molar
concentration of the protein, $N_A$ is the number of amino acids ($N_A = 153$ for apoMb),
and $l$ is the cuvette path length (in cm).

*Far-UV circular dichroism (CD): pH titrations*

Equilibrium pH titrations on all the nitroxide-labeled apoMb variants were
performed by far-UV CD at 222 nm quartz cuvettes with 10-mm path length at room
temperature. A concentrated protein stock solution (ca. 300 µM in 10 mM sodium
acetate, pH 6.1) was diluted into 1 mM sodium acetate at pH 6.1 to generate ∼ 20 µM
protein solutions. The pH of these starting solutions was progressively lowered upon
addition of either 0.1 M or 1 M acetic acid (to pH down to ∼ 3) or concentrated HCl
(to pH < 3). Samples were allowed to equilibrate at the desired pH for ≥ 10 min.,
prior to data acquisition, and data were collected in sequence on the same sample.
Independent duplicate pH titrations were performed on each apoMb variant.
**DNP and EPR Experiments**

DNP experiments were performed at 0.35 T in a Bruker TE_{102} rectangular cavity using a homebuilt NMR probe and a Bruker Avance 300 NMR spectrometer. Experiments were performed at room temperature and air was continuously flowed through the cavity to minimize sample heating. Also, only ~ 3 μL of sample was loaded into a 0.64 mm inner diameter quartz capillary to minimize the electric field component of the microwave radiation at the sample, and thus heating. Further details of the DNP hardware were previously described in chapter three. Prior to each DNP experiment an EPR spectrum of the same sample was taken, and the magnetic field set to the position of the center line. To determine the leakage factor, $T_1$ measurements were performed in a wide bore Oxford superconducting magnet charged to 0.35 T. The broadband channel of a commercial Bruker probe was used to perform an inversion recovery pulse sequence and the data fit to $I_z = I_0 - 2A\exp(-t/T_1)$ where $I_0$, $A$, and $T_1$ were fit parameters.

The EPR spectra were recorded at 295 K in a Bruker ELEXSYS 580 fitted with a high-sensitivity resonator using an incident microwave power of 20 mW and modulation amplitude of 1 Gauss. Samples of at least 6 μl were loaded in sealed capillary tubes (0.6 ID X 0.84 OD; VitroCom, Inc., NJ). Spectra were recorded at X-band frequency with a scan width of 100 Gauss. The spectra were recorded in 25% (w/w) Ficoll 70 in order to increase the solution viscosity, and thereby minimize the contribution from protein rotational diffusion to the EPR spectral line shape [14]. The final protein concentration for EPR measurements was ~ 200-400 μM. To obtain the
experimental hyperfine splitting values ($2A_{zz}$) in the absence of motion, the EPR spectra were recorded at 223 K using an incident microwave power of 0.2 mW and a modulation amplitude of 2 Gauss. The hyperfine splittings were determined by individually fitting the low- and high-field peaks to a mixture of Lorentzian and Gaussian lineshapes using the Xepr program (Bruker, Germany) and by measuring the magnetic field separation between the low- and high-field peaks to obtain $2A_{zz}$.

Single- and multiple-component EPR spectra were simulated with the NLSL program assuming a two-component MOMD (microscopic order, macroscopic disorder) model to describe the anisotropic motion of the nitroxide [53]; the software is available at ftp://ftp.ccmr.cornell.edu/pub/freed. For all simulations the starting values for the $A$ and $g$ magnetic tensors were taken as $g_{xx} = 2.0078$, $g_{yy} = 2.0058$, $g_{zz} = 2.0022$, and $A_x = 6.2$, $A_y = 5.9$. The $Az$ value for each residue was obtained as described above (223 K) and was kept constant during the fitting procedure. The $\log_{10}$ of the three components of the rotational diffusion tensor are given in a modified spherical form as $<R> = \frac{1}{3}(R_x+R_y+R_z)$, $N = R_z - \frac{1}{2}(R_x+R_y)$, and $N_{xy} = (R_x-R_y)$, where $R_x$, $R_y$, and $R_z$ are the principal components in Cartesian form. The immobile states of E41R1, V66R1 (MG-state), and I142R1 are taken to have isotropic motion with $N=N_{xy}=0$, while the other states have axially symmetric $z$-axis anisotropic motion with tilt angles of the diffusion tensor $\alpha_D = 0^\circ$, $\beta_D = 36^\circ$, $\gamma_D = 0^\circ$, and subject to an ordering potential described by the coefficient $C_{20}$ from which the order parameter is computed. Least-square fits were obtained by variation of $<R>$, $N$, $C_{20}$. After these parameters were optimized, the principal values of $A$ and $g$ magnetic
tensor (except $A_{zz}$) were allowed to vary slightly to obtain the final best fit. From the final fits, the effective correlation time was calculated as $\tau = 1/6\langle R \rangle$ [53] and reported in Table 1.
V. A 200 GHz Quasi-Optical DNP and EPR Spectrometer

A. Introduction

As mentioned in chapter one, most NMR experiments are carried out high magnetic fields due to greater sensitivity and spectral resolution. These same advantages can be taken advantage of in DNP experiments at high field, although this is experimentally much more challenging as the $e^-$ spin resonance frequency is already 95 GHz at 3.35 T (still a small magnetic field compared to standard NMR magnets). However, recent years have seen a resurgence in the use of high field DNP detected by both NMR and EPR with applications including structure and dynamics of biological molecules [145-147], reaction monitoring, [148, 149] imaging, [150, 151] and the study of electron-nuclei interactions [12; 152- 154]. Much of this is due to advances in methods [155, 156] and technology [26, 27] resulting in improved DNP efficiency, increasing the range of samples that can be studied, and wider availability of instrumentation. These developments have led to a number of commercial instruments, for instance a 9 T gyrotron-based system by Bruker Biospin and diode-based 3.35 T dissolution systems by GE and Oxford. As impressive as these achievements are, the fact remains that commercial instruments are expensive and require significant lab space, while building a gyrotron-based microwave source or a sub-1.5 K cryogenic system with rapid melting and sample shuttling is beyond the expertise of most groups. We pursue to bridge this gap by building a comparatively inexpensive and compact DNP and EPR spectrometer based on a solid
state 200 GHz source and a quasi-optical, millimeter-wave bridge. This system was added onto an existing 7 T, vertical bore magnet.

Quasi-optical techniques have been employed in EPR experiments for over two decades at frequencies ranging from 95 to 420 GHz [157-165]. Quasi-optical transmission has several advantages over waveguides for millimeter-wave propagation. As the radiation propagates through free space guided by mirrors and wire-grid polarizers, the quasi-optical bridge is nearly lossless. Another key feature of our bridge is that the only components that are frequency dependent are the source and detector, giving the potential to perform EPR and DNP experiments over a wide range of frequencies. Finally, optical techniques allow the polarization of the beam to be used as a means to separate the EPR signal returning from the sample from the reflected background signal, enabling up to 60 dB of isolation [166]. The capability of manipulating the polarization of light can be further utilized to excite electron spin resonance transitions using circularly, as opposed to linearly, polarized radiation that results in an up to two-fold gain in effective power [158, 162] as only the handedness of polarization in the direction of the $e^-$ precession can excite $e^-$ spin transitions. Solid state sources only have tens of milli-watts of power at 200 GHz, and many high field DNP experiments require high microwave power, particularly at higher temperatures where enhancements are often power limited. We propose to employ circularly polarized 200 GHz radiation for DNP experiments to make the most efficient use of available power.
In this chapter we describe our unique experimental setup that is capable of performing both DNP and EPR experiments and report on our initial results. The main components of this instrument are a quasi-optical bridge equipped with a frequency-tunable and switchable solid state 200 GHz diode source. A Martin-Puplett interferometer [162, 167] is built into the quasi-optical bride to allow for easy adjustment from circularly polarized radiation for DNP experiments to linearly polarized radiation for induction mode EPR detection. The bridge is mounted on an optical table and aluminum stand, and guides the beam into a corrugated waveguide placed within a cryostat inside the vertical bore of a 7 T magnet. The entire setup does not require significant space around the magnet, can be added to existing standard or wide bore magnets, and is an order of magnitude less expensive than commercial instruments. Few systems exist above 5 T that can make both NMR-detected DNP and EPR measurements [168], and ours is unique as field swept EPR detection is built in as a permanent part of the setup. This bridge design has since been copied by other groups for DNP experiments [169]

DNP and EPR experiments were carried out at 4 K on a sample of $^{13}\text{C}$ labeled urea with 40 mM trityl radical dissolved in a deuterated glycerol/water solution. Unlike nitroxide radicals, the unpaired electron of a trityl radical belongs to a carbon nucleus that is 99% $^{12}\text{C}$ which is spin 0. Therefore, the trityl radical has only as a single, narrow EPR line. For these sample conditions DNP signal enhancements were not limited by the power of our diode source. We also demonstrate that when operating in a power-limited regime, utilizing circularly polarized radiation increased
the DNP signal enhancements by 28% compared to linear polarization. The ability to manipulate the polarization of light demonstrates the value of using quasi-optical techniques. Further improvement is expected at higher temperatures or when saturating broader EPR spectrum where limited power becomes more problematic.

**B. Experimental**

*Quasi-Optical bridge*

A figure of the reflection mode, quasi-optical EPR bridge is shown in figure 5.1. The diode source, purchased from Virginia Diodes Inc., is tunable in the range of 193-201 GHz, and consists of a 12 – 12.5 GHz yttrium-iron-garnet (YIG) oscillator (from Microlambda Wireless) that passes through a voltage-controlled attenuator before being multiplied up 16 times by 4 doublers. The peak power of the source is ~70 mW. The setup currently operates in continuous wave (cw) mode, but it is possible to implement pulse operation in the future with the addition of a pin switch. The source connects to a feed horn that outputs a Gaussian beam with a waist radius of 4 mm. The output horn, quasi-optical bridge, and a corrugated waveguide for propagation of the microwaves into the magnet were purchased from Thomas Keating Ltd. (with a corrugated waveguide extension purchased from Bridge 12 Technologies Inc.). All optical components are mounted onto an aluminum plate, patterned so that pieces can be easily moved for different applications.

In configuration A (defined in Fig. 5.1) the source is mounted so that the polarization of the beam is 45° to the normal of the page. The beam reflects off an elliptical mirror (all elliptical mirrors have a focal length of 25 cm), planar mirror,
and then into the quasi-optical equivalent of an isolator [170] consisting of a 45° wire-grid polarizer (transparent to the incoming beam), Faraday rotator, and absorber.

The Faraday rotator changes the polarization by 45°, so the beam that exits is

**Figure 5.1.** Schematic of the quasi-optical bridge. This experimental setup is referred to as configuration A. The section in the dashed box was removed for some to avoid the misalignment losses of the extra mirrors needed to maintain the correct path length between elliptical mirrors. In this setup, the source is placed at planar mirror 3* and oriented such that the polarization leaving the source is normal to the page. This setup is referred as configuration B.

polarized normal to the page. These first two elliptical mirrors are necessary so that an image of the source is formed at the location of the planar mirror 3* [171] to act as a source for the Martin-Puplett interferometer. The planar mirrors are only necessary due to the limited space on our optical bridge and in principle are not necessary. None of the components in the boxed in portion of Fig. 5.1 are necessary for DNP, EPR detection, or to switch the polarization between linear and circular, but the addition of the quasi-optical isolator reduces standing waves which increases the isolation of the
EPR signal, and also helps to protect the source from reflected power. The Faraday rotator has a small loss of ~ 2 dB but this loss is usually offset by gains from the elimination of standing waves. Misalignments of the extra mirrors needed for the isolator (discussed below) however resulted in larger losses. Therefore, some DNP experiments presented were done with this section removed, and the source placed at the location of the planar mirror 3*, oriented such that the polarization leaving the source was normal to the page (referred to as configuration B). It is important to mention that more careful and accurate alignment should reduce the observed power losses significantly.

From the third planar mirror, the beam passes through a horizontal wire-grid polarizer and into the Martin-Puplett interferometer. There, a 45° wire-grid polarizer acts as a beam splitter, creating two separate path lengths. The two roof mirrors rotate the polarization 90° upon reflection. The recombined beam leaving the beam splitter will have a polarization that is a function of the path length difference, Δ, between the two roof mirrors. When $\Delta = 0 \pm 2\pi n$ or $\lambda \pm 2\pi n$, where $n$ is an integer, the polarization of the beam is linear, while for $\Delta = \lambda/4 \pm 2\pi n$ or $3\lambda/4 \pm 2\pi n$ the polarization is left or right circularly polarized respectively [167]. Note that for all other path length differences, the polarization exiting the interferometer will be elliptical.

When on resonance with linear polarization irradiating the sample, a small cross polarized EPR signal is reflected back up the corrugated waveguide along with a large background signal [162]. In the ideal situation, only the EPR signal (dashed line
in Fig. 5.1) is reflected by the horizontal wire-grid polarizer and into the 200 GHz Schottky diode detector (Virginia Diodes Inc.). The remaining background signal (dotted-dashed line in Fig. 5.1) will travel back to the quasi-optical isolator and dumped into the absorber. If circularly polarized radiation is incident upon the sample (as is done for DNP experiments), the opposite is true and most of the reflected power from the sample will be directed into the detector. Typically a 15-20 dB of isolation was measured between the forward power and power reflected into the detector when linear polarization was used. Inclusion of the isolator in configuration A increased the isolation an additional 6-10 dB through the elimination of standing waves. Currently, our EPR detection has limited sensitivity as we lack homodyne or heterodyne detection. This is not a fundamental impediment however, and can be added to the bridge by adding a local oscillator reference arm to the bridge.

The optical bridge is held above the magnet with an aluminum stand (homebuilt) that allows for adjustment of the bridge in all three dimensions as well as the angle for accurate alignment of the microwave beam into the waveguide. As the wavelength is only 1.5 mm, the ability to adjust the height, position, and angle of the quasi-optical bridge above the magnet is crucial as coupling of the microwaves into the corrugated waveguide is sensitive to small misalignments [172]. The alignment was checked with a pyroelectric detector at the end of the corrugated waveguide inside the magnet to measure the relative power that is coupled into the waveguide.

*EPR/DNP Probe*
From the quasi-optical bridge, the microwaves are coupled into a 12.5 mm diameter corrugated waveguide that is placed into the 89 mm bore of a 7 T Bruker magnet. As the waveguide approaches the center of the magnetic field, it tapers to 5.3 mm. Figure 5.2 shows a schematic of the combination EPR/DNP probe.

Approximately 50 μL of sample is placed in a polyethylene sample holder that rests on a mirror, and is placed against the exit of the corrugated waveguide. A 75.5 MHz copper wire saddle coil was built around a 12 mm OD/10 mm ID pyrex glass tube, that encloses the sample and is held in place from the bottom by a support attached to the waveguide. No effort was made to contain the microwaves between the end of the waveguide and the mirror below the sample. This certainly results in a loss of sensitivity in our EPR detection and may also reduce our isolation due to scattering of radiation. The tuning circuit for the NMR coil was a simple parallel LC circuit made with non-magnetic fixed chip capacitors (American Technical Ceramics) that were mounted near the coil. A 3.8 cm OD solenoid modulation coil (magnetic field parallel to \( B_0 \)) for EPR was wrapped around a teflon cylinder and placed just below the sample and outside the NMR coil. Semi-rigid coaxial cables were used to connect the modulation coil to the output of a Stanford Research Systems lock-in amplifier and the NMR coil to a Bruker Avance 300 MHz (2 channel) NMR spectrometer. A resistive sweep coil, generously provided to us by R. David Britt at UC-Davis [173], was placed inside the bore of the 7 T magnet. An Agilent 120 V, 18 A power supply provides the sweep coil with a maximum field of ±380 Gauss. A Janis STVP-200-NMR cryostat was custom designed to fit inside the resistive sweep coil and used to
cool the sample to 4 K. Temperature was measured with a Cernox temperature sensor (Lake Shore Cryotonics, Inc.) placed below the NMR coil and controlled with an Oxford ITC 503 temperature controller. A vacuum tight support structure for the waveguide and cables was designed by Bridge 12 Technologies Inc. and built in the Chemistry Department machine shop at UCSB.

**Figure 5.2.** Drawing depicting the EPR/NMR probe. Not shown are the capacitors that were mounted on the glass tube or connections to the coaxial cables.

![EPR/NMR probe diagram]

**EPR and DNP measurements**

Before performing an EPR experiments, the setup first needs to be adjusted to ensure linear polarized radiation is employed. For this purpose, the moveable roof mirror position of the Martin Puplett interferometer (see Fig. 5.1) was varied, while the source was amplitude modulated at 200 Hz with a TTL pulse for lock-in
detection. The reflected power on the detector was measured as a function of mirror position. The minimum of this curve corresponds to linear polarization, and this position was used for induction-mode EPR detection. During an EPR experiment, the $B_0$ field was swept using the resistive sweep coil. A lock-in amplifier was used to drive a solenoid $B_0$ modulation coil at 35 kHz and detect the signal from the 200 GHz Schottky diode detector. The source power and modulation amplitude were chosen to minimize line broadening of the EPR signal. The program Labview was used to control the resistive coil and record the signal from the lock-in amplifier, as well as control the position of the moveable roof mirror. Since our current setup does not allow for coherent detection, data was exported into Mathematica and a Hilbert transform was applied to adjust the phase of the EPR spectra [174].

Except where noted, DNP experiments were done with maximum microwave power (~70 mW). The NMR saddle coil was measured to have a $\pi/2$ pulse of 8 $\mu$s at 75.48 MHz. A DNP experiment began by applying a series of saturation pulses of 25 ms duration to destroy the $^{13}$C z-magnetization. This was followed by a delay time, during which the sample was irradiated with microwaves. The resulting $^{13}$C z-magnetization was read out using a $\pi/2$ excitation pulse. The only exception to this sequence was when measuring the decay of magnetization after irradiating the sample with microwaves for ~ 2 hours. In this experiment the microwaves were turned off and $1^\circ$ rf excitation pulses applied at various times to measure the decay of the DNP-enhanced NMR signal without substantially depleting the z-magnetization.

C. Results and Discussion
To characterize our setup, we performed DNP and EPR experiments on a sample of 12 M $^{13}$C labeled urea dissolved in a 50/50 by volume mixture of D$_2$O and d-glycerol with 40 mM of the trityl radical Oxo 63 at 4 K (the structure of this radical can be found in ref. [175]). Ardenkjaer-Larsen et. al. used a similar sample in their pioneering work, and although they noticed a decrease in NMR signal enhancements above 15 mM trityl concentrations, there was also a significant shortening of the DNP build up and $T_1$ relaxation times [26]. The 40 mM trityl concentration was thus chosen to shorten the experimental time, while still obtaining high DNP polarization.

Figure 5.3 shows the $^{13}$C NMR spectra with and without microwave irradiation after a build up time of 3,500 s using configuration B (Fig. 5.1). The measured enhancement factor is 225. The DNP enhancement was not observed to vary with decreasing microwave power until ~ 7 dB of attenuation was applied (i.e. ~15 mW output power) in this setup. Even though the Faraday rotator was measured to have only 2 dB of insertion loss, its inclusion as part of configuration A decreased the enhancement values further than what is expected from the 2 dB decrease in power. We estimate that the effective attenuation amounts to ~10 dB when switching from configuration B to A. We attribute this to misalignment of the five extra mirrors in configuration A that must be included with the quasi-optical isolator in order to maintain the correct path length to image the source on the corrugated waveguide [171, 176]. It is a known problem that at higher microwave frequencies, as employed here, that misalignment of optical components results in greater losses than at lower frequencies [172]. We observed decreases in power to the sample as large as 50% with misalignments of
0.1°. More careful alignment should reduce this loss. In our current setup, the
alignment can only be checked by removing the NMR probe and replacing it with a
pyroelectric detector. Thus, once the sample was cooled in the magnet, the alignment
was not re-adjusted when switching from configuration B to A in Fig. 5.1.

Figure 5.3. A DNP enhanced spectra and a thermally polarized spectrum multiplied 100 times. The
enhancement factor is 225. For both spectra, the polarization was allowed to build up for 3500 s after a
saturating pulse. Configuration B was used.

The buildup of $^{13}$C polarization with microwave irradiation and the decay of
polarization after turning off microwave irradiation are shown in Fig. 5.4. The time
constant for the buildup of polarization is ~1,090 s when employing maximum output
power (approximately 70 mW) in configuration B. The decay curve gives a $^{13}$C
nuclear $T_1$ of 11,360 s. Both curves are fit with single exponentials. Based on the $^{13}$C
$T_1$ of 11,360, the unenhanced signal of Fig. 5.3 is only ~ 26.5% of the full $^{13}$C thermal
polarization. Thus, we can extrapolate that our largest measured signal (7,000 s build
up time in Fig. 5.4) amounts to ~ 65 times that of full thermal polarization,
corresponding to 3% nuclear spin polarization. However, it is important to note that
since the time constant for nuclear spin polarization buildup with DNP is about 10
times faster than $T_1$, the actual gain in NMR detection sensitivity is much greater.
Previous work at 3.35 T and 4.6 T at 1.15 K measured $^{13}$C polarizations of ~ 26% [26, 175] and 58% [177] respectively for a similar sample as studied here. Theory predicts that solid state DNP decreases with increasing field [11, 178, 179], so the result of larger polarization at higher magnetic fields is very interesting. Since no clear theoretical explanation was provided for this observation, it is unclear if this trend is expected to continue at 7 T. The much lower polarization measured here compared to these previous studies is likely due to our smaller electron spin polarization compared to 4.6 T at 1.15 K (82.6% versus 99.1%). It will be interesting in future experiments to see if similar or higher $^{13}$C polarization can be reached at 7 T when employing lower temperatures.

**Figure 5.4.** The build up (closed circles) of polarization with microwave irradiation and the decay (open circles) of magnetization after 2 hours of microwave irradiation. The solid lines are single exponential fits to the data. Both sets of data were taken using configuration B with ~70 mW of microwave power. The second point of the decay curve, taken 1000s after turning off the microwaves, was consistently larger than the point taken immediately after turning off the microwaves. The first point was not included in the fit.
When irradiating a sample, only the component of radiation rotating in the same direction as the precession frequency can cause a spin transition. Thus, the correct handedness of circularly polarized light should give a gain of two in effective power compared to linearly polarized light. To test the extent that the use of circularly polarized radiation increases DNP efficiency, the path length between the two roof mirrors of the Martin-Puplett interferometer was varied in increments of 70 μm, and the DNP-amplified NMR signal was recorded after 5 minutes of microwave irradiation. The results are shown in Fig 5.5. Using configuration B and employing maximum microwave power, the signal was not found to vary significantly with mirror position (open circles). However, when the Faraday rotator was included (configuration A), reducing our power to the sample as mentioned above, the expected cosine pattern was observed with a period equal to the wavelength of 1.51 mm (closed circles in Fig. 5.5) [167]. The maximum of this curve corresponds to the correct handedness of circular polarization irradiating the sample, the minimum to the opposite direction of circularly polarized microwaves, and the inflection points to linear polarization. A gain in signal of 28% was observed for circular versus linear polarization. To verify that this was not due to changes in average power to the sample (which also increases with circular polarization), the path length between the two roof mirrors was varied, and the power at the end of the waveguide measured with a pyroelectric detector. The power reaching the sample had the expected cosine squared pattern [167]. Thus, we conclude that the observed changes in DNP signal...
enhancements are from the change in the polarization of radiation, and not due to changes in average power delivered to the sample. This illustrates the advantage of using circular polarization for DNP experiments with sample conditions where one is power limited. Lastly, the improvement from using circular polarization versus linear polarization will depend on the change in saturation of the electron spins. For samples with broader lines, or at higher temperatures, we expect the advantage of using circular polarization to be more pronounced.

**Figure 5.** The measured DNP signal intensities as a function of the path length difference between the two roof mirrors for the same sample using configuration A (closed circles) and configuration B (open circles). Note that origin of the x-axis does not actually correspond to no path length difference between the two roof mirrors.
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It is interesting that when using the wrong handedness of circular polarization, significant signal enhancement was still observed. We attribute this to small amounts of incorrectly polarized light due to scattering from the off-axis mirror into the waveguide, and scattering at the sample from the sample holder and NMR coil. The scattered polarization losses from an off-axis mirror can be estimated by the Murphy formula, \( \Delta P = \frac{1}{4}(W_m/f)^2 \tan(\theta) \), where \( \Delta P \) is the cross polarization losses, \( W_m \) is the
beam waist at the mirror, f is the mirror focal length, and \( \theta \) is angle of incidence [180]. With \( \theta = 45^\circ \) and \( (W_m/f)^2 \approx 0.015 \), the losses due the off-axis mirror is approximately 0.4\% or 24 dB. This represents a lower bound as scattering from the saddle coil and sample are also likely to cause additional polarization losses.

Significant enhancements were measured when the source power was attenuated by \( \sim 25 \) dB in configuration A, comparable to the enhancement recorded when the wrong handedness of circular polarization is employed. Thus, we believe the enhancements with the wrong handedness of circular polarization shown in Fig. 5.5 are consistent with polarization losses from the off-axis mirror and scattering from the NMR coil and sample.

Our setup also enables the detection of a high field EPR spectrum of the same sample without changes to the setup used for DNP. Only the position of the roof mirror needs to be adjusted so that a linearly polarized beam is incident upon the sample for induction mode detection [158, 162]. The solid line in Fig. 5.6 shows a single scan EPR spectrum of the same sample used for DNP experiments with a single scan signal to noise of \( \sim 80 \). Larger signal to noise ratios were achieved with greater applied power and modulation amplitude, but at the expense of EPR line broadening. The full width at half max linewidth is 38 Gauss, and is comparable to previous measurements of the trityl radical [175, 181, 182]. A small g-anisotropy is observed as reported by others [175], and indicated by the dashed arrow in Fig. 5.6. Homodyne or heterodyne detection can be added into our current setup with little cost to the DNP efficiency as only a small amount of source power needs to be directed to
a mixer. This would greatly increase the EPR sensitivity allowing samples of unknown line-shapes, much broader lines, or lower concentrations to be studied.

**Figure 5.6.** A single scan, field swept, absorption EPR spectrum of 40 mM trityl (solid line, taken using configuration A) and the frequency swept DNP signal enhancements (open circles, taken using configuration B). The x-axis of the frequency swept data was converted to $\Delta B_0$ for direct comparison with the EPR spectrum. The solid arrows indicate an unexplained DNP effect. The dashed arrow points to the g-anisotropy of the EPR spectrum.
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Also shown with the EPR spectrum in Fig. 5.6 are the measured DNP signal intensities (open circles) after 3 minutes of microwave irradiation as the irradiation frequency was varied. The frequency axis was then converted to a $\Delta B_0$ axis so the EPR spectrum and DNP data could be directly compared. The magnetic field could have been swept instead of the irradiation frequency; however, this would have required retuning of the NMR probe for each data point, which is not available in the current setup. The minimum and maximum enhancements are separated by 88 MHz, which is much narrower than the 150 MHz predicted by the solid effect for $^{13}$C, indicating that thermal mixing is likely the dominant DNP mechanism. There is also an observed asymmetry in the DNP results. This is likely caused by the asymmetry of
the EPR line due the $g$-anisotropy. The data does show some evidence of a possible solid effect that is characterized by the maximum and minimum enhancements being located at $\omega = \omega_e \pm \omega_n$ where $\omega_n$ is the $^{13}$C Larmor frequency [11]. The local minimum on the right side of Fig. 5.6 is located 28.5 Gauss away from the center, very near the 27 Gauss predicted by the solid effect. On the left side of Fig. 5.6, there is no local maximum, though a shoulder is clearly present (indicated by the arrow on the left). However, this shoulder is approximately 40 Gauss from the center, much further than expected for the $^{13}$C solid effect. The appearance of a bump in the DNP versus frequency curve was also observed by Jóhannesson et. al. at 4.6 T. In their study, the bump occurred near the frequency expected for a $^1$H solid effect, although the details of how this would be transferred to $^{13}$C polarization in their experiment was unknown [177]. At 7 T, the $^1$H solid effect would occur closer to 100 Gauss instead of 40 Gauss off the center frequency. Thus, this peak does not seem to correspond to location of a $^{13}$C or $^1$H solid effect and the nature of these peaks is currently unexplained.

D. Conclusion

In this chapter we demonstrated the successful implementation of a quasi-optical EPR bridge equipped with a low power, diode based, and tunable, 200 GHz source into an existing wide bore 7 T NMR magnet for parallel DNP and EPR experiments. The quasi-optical bridge has low loss transmission, excellent isolation from unwanted reflections, and the ability to employ circular polarization to increase the effective microwave power. While the experiments presented here at 4 K were not power
limited, this is not likely to be the case at higher temperatures as $T_{1e}$ gets shorter, or with different samples that have lower DNP efficiencies. We have shown for the first time that a Martin-Puplett interferometer used to irradiate the sample with a circularly polarized microwave beam helps to overcome power limitations by delivering nearly twice the effective power as linear polarization. This resulted in a 28% gain in signal versus linear polarization, and should prove useful in future experiments at higher temperatures.

Our quasi-optical bridge is a versatile instrument for DNP and EPR measurements which also provides the possibility to implement homodyne or heterodyne cw-EPR detection in the future. The entire 200 GHz quasi-optical bridge and setup can be acquired and/or built at relatively low overall cost, and is less demanding on space requirements when compared with a commercially available gyrotron or dissolution DNP setups. These benefits come at the cost of available microwave power compared to a gyrotron, or the inability to quickly shuttle the sample for high resolution liquid NMR as with the dissolution setup. Our cw-DNP and EPR setup ideal applications where simultaneous EPR and DNP characterization provides interesting new information on electron-nuclei interactions. For example, recent work has used DNP to study $e^-$ - nuclei interactions in many different types of silicon samples for applications in solar cells and imaging experiments [153, 183, 184].
VI. Conclusion

The work presented here, in partial consideration for a Ph.D. in physics, marks significant improvements in DNP theory, hardware, and application at both low and high magnetic fields. Nitroxide radicals are the most commonly used spin labels in EPR studies of biomolecules. Nitroxides have also been widely employed in both solution and solid state DNP experiments due to the strong dipolar coupling of the unpaired $e^-$ to the $^1H$ nuclear spin of water. In solution state, using the Overhauser Effect, the size of the DNP enhancement is very sensitive to the local water dynamics near the nitroxide. Although all this was previously known, it is only recently in the Han group that measuring the DNP signal enhancements of water with spin labeled biomolecules was proposed as a method to study hydration dynamics. However, the three hyperfine states of the nitroxide radical complicate the interpretation of DNP results since the saturation factor can no longer be assumed to $\frac{1}{3}$. My theoretical work on the saturation factor, presented in chapter 2, was a crucial step in applying DNP to quantitatively study hydration dynamics. Also in chapter two, we showed the FFHS model does approximate the NMRD data well, justifying its use to approximate the timescale of the dipolar interaction; however, there is a discrepancy when applying this model to the DNP and NMRD data reflecting its shortcomings. My work in this area helped lead to several publications from the Han group [22-25] and continues to be utilized for current applications.

In chapter four I applied this technique we developed in the Han group to study the problem of protein folding with apoMb. Hydrophobic and hydrophilic interactions
drive the initial collapse of globular proteins, yet these interactions are very difficult to study. Our DNP technique is unique because the NMR signal of water is directly detected, and the size of the DNP signal enhancement is intimately linked to hydration dynamics. We were able to determine that the hydrophobic core of the apoMb appears ‘dry’ on the DNP timescale, but that the core is hydrated in the intermediate MG-state. This was an outstanding question due to the lack of experimental techniques available. We also showed that the hydration landscape is extremely heterogeneous, highlighting the importance of a site specific technique to study these interactions.

In chapters three and five, I show my efforts to improve the hardware used for both X-band, solution state DNP and 7 T DNP. At low magnetic fields, there are no commercial instruments available and so custom hardware must be designed. At the time reference [20] was submitted, our work resulted in the largest measured DNP signal enhancements at X-band frequencies. In contrast to other groups also working at X-band, our amplifier design is very compact and portable and routinely taken to an MRI lab for imaging experiments [98]. At 7 T, I worked to develop a 200 GHz DNP and EPR system using a quasi-optical bridge. The bridge allows us to manipulate the polarization of the microwave beam to optimal conditions for either DNP irradiation, or EPR detection. This was the first demonstration of circularly polarized microwaves being used to improve DNP performance that we are aware of. Additionally, as this instrument allows for both NMR-detected DNP and EPR we will be able to more fully characterize samples in which the $e^-$ - nuclear spin interactions
of interest. Currently investigations are being carried in our out on amorphous silicon samples to study the nature of defects sites, while work is also continuing to be done to improve the instrumentation further. In many ways, if I may take a sentence to interject my personal opinion, it is sad to be leaving at this moment as I expect many interesting applications to come from this instrument that I spent much time working on. I will watch with great interest the work that comes from it.
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